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Abstract
New computer technology is rapidly allowing ordinary users to view as well as interact with
video on their home PCs. The recently popularized Internet and World Wide Web allow
those same users to access large video archives located around the world. However, current-
ly, PC users can only download and then watch clips. They are unable to manipulate or
repurpose the multimedia data. Instead, video remains a broadcast medium with a new dis-
tribution channel. In order to fully take advantage of the new accessibility of video, tools
must be designed, specified, and built to allow video to take its place along with text and
graphics as a new, computer-manipulable, data-type. The SmartVideo system proposed here
provides some of those tools and moves video in that direction.
The SmartVideo system allows videographers, editors, and producers to package a description
along with a video program or clip. Individual or professional video users can then automat-
ically index and catalog video segments they receive from any source. SmartVideo allows the
easy creation of digital video libraries as well as automatically generated interactive content
based upon linear video sources.
The standard video markup language (SVML), proposed here, is based upon SGML and pro-
vides a simple, extensible, and, hopefully, universal, language in which that description can be
formatted. The SVML description is closely coupled to the actual video. Tools and mecha-
nisms are proposed which allow the description to remain with the video even as it is edited
and re-edited into new programs. The system also maintains a listing of the sources from
which a video clip was copied, and ownership and authorship information. A number of
examples of the use of SmartVideo are described.
Thesis Supervisor: Steven R. Lerman
Title: Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, MIT
Director, Center for Educational Computing Initiatives, MIT
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Introduction
1. Introduction
1.1 The Problem
Motion pictures made their debut at the end of the nineteenth century.
Soon afterwards, sound was added. Although the technology used to cre-
ate, present, and view these audiovisual experiences has progressed over
time, the basic paradigm has not changed. A professional (or group of
professionals) compiles a selection of audio and video clips, arranges them
into a movie, show, or video 1 , and then broadcasts that compilation to the
audience. This basic formula is generally used regardless of the purpose of
the video.
Recently, a number of technological advances have begun to allow indi-
viduals to interact with video instead of simply viewing it. MPEG
[MPEG94] compression allows users to store video on personal comput-
ers and to download segments and clips from the recently popularized
Internet and World Wide Web. Personal computers can play video, serve
video to other household devices such as televisions and VCRs, and allow
individuals to edit video. All of this leads to the conclusion that, as
spokespeople for Sun Microsystems, Inc. said in the launch of their new
MediaCenter line of video servers, video has emerged as a new data type.
Video takes its place along with text, audio, and graphics as a standard,
computer-based "data type."[SUN95]
There is, however, a problem. In order for video to become useful, users
must be able to easily search and browse clips. Video files are large, and
are not easily "skimmed" by users, so computer based tools must be built
to aid this process. This is the problem to which this research project and
thesis will propose a solution.
1Although video is not technically the appropriate term to describe audiovisual presentation, it is widely accept-
ed to have that meaning, and I will use this term in that context for the remainder of the thesis, unless other-
wise specified
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1.2 The Solution
The obvious solution is to build an artificial intelligence system which will
allow computers to "understand" the video. This way, they can assist users
while searching and browsing local video and large, network-based video
archives. Although, so called "future watchers" have been predicting such
advances in artificial intelligence for years, it seems likely that such a sys-
tem is many years from reality. The technology does not yet exist for a
speaker-independent speech recognition engine, which might allow com-
puters to automatically generate textual transcripts of audio or video clips.
Even if such a technology did exist, however, it would solve less than half
of the problem. Video includes not just spoken text, but also sound and
pictures whose meaning is contained largely in motion, gestures, and
lighting, among other related elements. So, it would seem safe to assume
that software that automatically "understands" and then automatically
generates a textual description of video will not exist in the foreseeable
future. This assumption underlies much of this research.
It has been determined that software cannot replace people in the task of
understanding video. The question then remains: how to allow comput-
ers to complete a task they are incapable of performing. The answer lies
in using humans and computers in the areas in which they excel. No
machine can understand video. Once that video is understood, however,
computers are very capable of packaging that understanding with the
video and making it available to users and other computers. The key that
makes this setup feasible is that all of the video for which this sort of func-
tionality is necessary is filmed and edited by people. Those people under-
stand the video as it is being created. If they are creating a compilation,
they also have a fairly detailed understanding of the contents of the
sources of the video clips they are compiling. This research project, and
its result, SmartVideo, is an attempt to create a generic, extensible, and
hopefully universal architecture for representing, packaging, and distrib-
uting this understanding with its associated video.
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1.3 NMIS
1.3.1 Background
The Networked Multimedia Information Services (NMIS) project is a
collaborative effort between the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Dartmouth College and Medical School, and Carnegie-Mellon
University[BOSCO94]. The project aims to evaluate the effectiveness of
network-delivered multimedia programming. To that end, the project has
sponsored research on new tools for the production of network-based
interactive multimedia content, improved delivery architectures for this
content, and analysis of the use and effectiveness of the content. In the
process, the project has spawned a number of new content sources for use
as the basis for experimentation in one or more of these areas.
1.3.2 Genesis of the Idea for the Project
The underlying ideas for SmartVideo were originally conceived as
improvements to the Internet CNN NEWSROOM research
initiative [COMPTON95a/b]. In this project, the NMIS team has built
a system which makes an ordinary video news magazine available interac-
tively over the World Wide Web. It is based on the CNN NEWSROOM
educational video news magazine which is produced by Turner
Educational Services, Inc.2 as part of the cable television industry's "Cable
in the Classroom" educational programming initiative. A system devel-
oped by the NMIS team automatically records, digitizes, and parses the
program into its individual segments or news stories. In order to deter-
mine endpoints of the segments, the system relies on an e-mail message
from the show's producer. That e-mail contains the endpoints of each
segment as offsets from the beginning of the program. There is no sig-
nalling in the video to indicate the beginning of the program to the sys-
tem. Instead, the system guesses that the program is broadcast at exactly
its scheduled time. In order to provide the user with an interactive inter-
face to the video, the system must determine the title and subject matter
of each story. In the current setup, this information is inferred from the
2 a subsidiary of Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.
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"Classroom Guide," a text file that is sent via e-mail to all teachers who
view the CNN NEWSROOM program in the normal (broadcast linear
video) fashion. This document contains a table of contents of the stories,
descriptions of the segments, discussion questions for students, and other
educational resources which relate to the program. This file is normally
prepared in a standard format, so that the system can usually extract the
necessary information.
However, this arrangement is far from ideal. Quite often, there are tim-
ing errors which cause the system to miscalculate the endpoints of the
individual segments. The errors could range from under one to almost 30
seconds, but, in either case, users are forced to watch two digital video seg-
ments to view a single story. Also, the "Classroom Guide" and the pro-
gram are not produced simultaneously so it occasionally happens that sto-
ries appear on the video program in a different order from that indicated
in the guide's table of contents. Although this does not cause major con-
fusion in human users who watch the normal CNN NEWSROOM tele-
vision program, the computer system has no way to detect this sort of
error. Instead, the automatically generated output is simply wrong, and
must be corrected manually, after the fact, by the research staff. The
Internet CNN NEWSROOM web site provides further interactivity by
allowing users to search old episodes of the program which are stored dig-
itally. Since the video does not come packaged with a description, the sys-
tem uses the closed captioned text that is usually broadcast with the pro-
gram to provide a searchable description. However, closed captioning is
not designed to be exactly synchronous with the video content. Most of
the time, the text arrives anywhere from a few frames to a few seconds
after the video with which it is associated. The fact that this "skew" is vari-
able makes it impossible to use the closed captioning as an accurate
description of its accompanying video.
There are also problems on a more general level. The segmentation by
story assumes that each such story is a single logical unit. There are times,
however when a number of different reports about a single event are con-
catenated together into a single story. Although it is logical that they be
grouped this way, it is possible that a viewer might be interested in only
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one of the many reports so grouped. The current implementation makes
this impossible. In a more abstract sense this becomes an even larger
stumbling block; stories in CNN NEWSROOM are rarely more than a
few minutes long, so a user does not suffer too terribly if he or she must
watch an entire segment to view a single report. However, some other
news programs have 10 or 20 minute segments. Requiring a user to
download all 20 minutes over a (potentially very slow) network and then
view all 20 minutes in order to see a 30 second report somewhere in the
middle is absurd. Of course, dividing the program into steadily smaller
segments does not alleviate the problem. If the user does want to watch
the entire 10 minute segment (and since they are logically grouped that
way, he or she very well might want to do so) it would be very annoying
to have to prepare, load, and play 10 or 20 individual MPEG files. This
problem is further magnified in programs such as documentaries, with
longer logical segments, and several possible "layers" of logical segmenta-
tion.
These problems led to the exploration of the ideas behind SmartVideo.
The goal was to encapsulate information about the video in the same
broadcast stream that carried the program. The first of these ideas was to
include some sort of signalling (perhaps by a special character in the closed
captioning) to indicate the beginning of the show. This would eliminate
the need for the system to guess about the program's start point. That
idea was extended to signals for the begin and end of each story. Of
course, the closed caption "skew" prevented that as an effective time-syn-
chronization tool. Also, the idea expanded to include not only synchro-
nization but also content description. From here, the concept grew into
SmartVideo. Its goal was to package descriptive, timing, origin, and own-
ership information along with video in a lightweight, generic, extensible,
and universally decipherable format.
1.3.3 How it Fits with NMIS research
SmartVideo works alongside and complements a number of current
NMIS research initiatives. Obviously, its first use will be to refine the
Internet CNN NEWSROOM web site and research project.
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Demonstrations of that are underway, as indicated later in this thesis.
Also, the CNN NEWSROOM project, and others like it, will allow the
demonstration of the use of SmartVideo in a video archive. With coop-
eration from the producers at Turner, SmartVideo will also allow the site
to provide more interactivity and perhaps a window into a larger video
archive of all CNN news footage. Eventual integration of SmartVideo
into the production process at CNN and other television news producers
will demonstrate its further usefulness as a production aid.
1.4 A Note On Terminology
Throughout this thesis, two terms are used to describe the technologies
which were designed, implemented, and demonstrated as part of this
research. The first, which is also the title of the thesis, is SmartVideo.
This refers to the overall system of encapsulating video description infor-
mation with video. The other is Standard Video Markup Language
(SVML). SVML refers specifically to the description language developed
for use with SmartVideo and the descriptions which conform to this for-
mat.
1.5 Overview of the Thesis
Chapter 2 will provide some background into previous research in the
related fields of video annotation and logging and context-based retrieval.
The section will also provide a brief discussion of current video produc-
tion methodology.
Chapter 3 details the design, including goals and choices, and the imple-
mentation of the SmartVideo description format.
Chapter 4 describes the creation of a demonstration of some of the uses
and benefits of SmartVideo.
Chapter 5 concludes and describes the directions for future research and
development in this area.
Chapter Two
Background

Background
2. Background
The problem discussed in Chapter 1 is not new. A number of research
teams, digital librarians, and video producers have identified the need for
a system like SmartVideo. However, none have proposed a comprehen-
sive solution like that proposed here. The design of the SmartVideo sys-
tem and implementation of its supporting components, such as SVML,
are also novel. In order to provide some perspective for understanding as
well as evaluating SmartVideo, it is wise to provide background on some
of the other research projects and proposals.
2.1 Current Video Practice
A brief discussion of current video production tools and practices also
helps provide a framework for the SmartVideo discussion which follows
in the next chapter.
2.1.1 CAES Video Production
Documentary and news video (press conferences, interviews, etc.) pro-
duction today is often a fairly involved process. 3 Generally, two or more
cameras are used simultaneously. In an interview, for example, each cam-
era focuses on one of the participants, and a third might be used for a wide
angle shot of the whole setting. For the statistics program directed by
Tracy Pierce whose filming the author observed, two cameras were used.
One was dedicated to the lecturer. The other captured the reactions of his
audience of tenth grade schoolchildren. The video feeds, along with the
audio track, are recorded on synchronized video decks, whose timecodes
are identical. This eases the editing process later.
The editing process generally begins with a textual transcript of the video.
This may be prepared by the editor or an assistant. The editor will then
watch the entire raw video with the transcript in hand and make notes on
the contents of the video and important scenes or milestones. It is this set
3 The description given here is based upon the author's observation of the filming of a CAES video course,
Directed by Tracy Pierce. Additional details were gleaned from conversations with Tracy Pierce and Philip Bailey
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of notes that SmartVideo aims to make more formal and package with the
video. As will be shown later, the information contained in those notes
can have significant value. Furthermore, if it is properly packaged with
the video, the programs which are created from SmartVideo-enabled clips
will not need to be reviewed later in order to be described or cataloged. A
review of these notes, along with another viewing of the appropriate sec-
tions of the tape, allows the editor to create a rough edit decision list. An
edit decision list (edl) is basically an outline of which portions of the raw
video will end up in the final program. The editor may then produce a
"rough cut" from the initial edl. The production at this point takes on an
iterative nature. The editor will review and re-review, the "draft" of the
program, as well as any additional clips that might be included, and pol-
ish the program, much the way a writer edits and re-edits a paper before
producing the final draft.
2.1.2 Avid Open Media Framework
A number of advanced video production facilities have begun to use com-
puter-based, non-linear editing software produced by Avid. This package
uses the Open Media Framework (OMF®) Interchange® [AVID95] for-
mat to represent the video data that is manipulated by the system. The
stated goal of the OMF is to provide "a standard format for the inter-
change of digital media data among heterogeneous platforms." The for-
mat includes mechanisms for representing the multimedia data, as well as
instructions for the combination and presentation of the data. OMF also
provides a facility which allows the editor to keep track of the original
source of the media data. However, OMF does not include a description
of the data. The editor must view the video clip, for example, in order to
know what it contains. If the editor is dealing with a number of clips, he
or she will probably need to make notes about the contents of the video
and important milestones. If necessary, a transcript must also be created
from the video itself. Notice that this information is the same as that pro-
duced by the original producer above. If these notes and transcripts were
Open Media Framework, Open Media Framework Interchange, OMF, and OMFI are registered trademarks of
Avid Technologies, Inc.
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preserved and packaged with the video, much time and effort would be
saved.
2.2 Previous Research Initiatives
The following two digital libraries research projects identified problems
similar to those discussed in Chapter 1.
2.2.1 Princeton Video Library of Politics
The Princeton Video Library of Politics [LIU94], is designed as a testbed
for digital libraries which must provide access to video-intensive multi-
media source material. Liu et al note that political scientists who wish to
use digital video source material are very demanding customers. They
require libraries to hold large quantities of, often obscure, data. The
scholars often wish to review not just the network news programs of the
day, but entire press conferences, complete with out-takes and behind-the-
scenes shots.
This project proposes a number of interesting research problems. From
the point of view of SmartVideo, the most interesting of these is the need
to perfect mechanisms which allow the scholars indexed searching and
browsing capabilities over this vast video archive. One of the primary
problems in this regard is the need for scholars and librarians "to watch
moving image material in real time." SmartVideo would obviate the need
for librarians to watch and catalog all of the video that is collected.
Instead, if the video came with a SmartVideo description already attached,
it would probably need little or no modification before insertion into the
collection. Even if some modification to the description were required so
that the description conforms to library rather than video editing stan-
dards, the time required will certainly be lower than that required for
librarians to create transcripts and detailed descriptions from scratch.
The browsing problem is also addressed by SmartVideo. Scholars could
simply read the SVML descriptions associated with the video to determine
which clips they should study. The process could be made even more effi-
cient with the use of graphical tools that simplify the description creation
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and retrieval process. Such tools could be similar to the MediaStreams
software designed by Marc Davis [DAVIS95] or the systems developed by
Aguierre-Smith [AGUIERRE92].
2.2.2 Digital Video Library System
Gauch et al [GAUCH94] have proposed a Digital Video Library System
(DVLS) which hopes to index and serve video clips from CNN news feeds
and public television programming. Unfortunately, that video does not
come packaged with descriptions. Instead, the authors hope to use auto-
matic video image analysis to divide the video into segments (whether or
not these segment boundaries are actually meaningful or useful division
points). The audio track will be divided into "utterances" and then speech
recognition will be performed on the track. The authors realize that the
available technologies for both of these functions are inadequate for the
task. They hope to supplement this information with program guides and
transcripts (assuming they can obtain such documents) which will be
made machine readable using optical character recognition. If all of the
above processes used mature technology that could guarantee consistent
success, the index would still be fairly basic. No indication of the mean-
ing of the video beyond the spoken transcript would be provided.
Once again, SmartVideo could aid in the design, development, and
implementation of the proposed Digital Video Library System. Quite
simply, if the CNN news video and the public television sources were
encoded with SmartVideo descriptions when they were produced, the
designers of the DVLS would not need to expend any effort trying to
allow their computers to automatically understand the video. As dis-
cussed in Chapter 1, this is something computers are simply not yet capa-
ble of doing. Instead, the DVLS designers could concentrate on search
index creation, user interface, and distribution mechanisms, all of which
are difficult and interesting problems, but are solvable with today's tech-
nology. Furthermore, significant additional benefits would be available to
the user of such a SmartVideo Library System. Users could not only
access the appropriate portions of the videos, but could also be directed
to, and perhaps even access, the databases of source materials and raw
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video from which the programs were created. Then this system could
truly be called a Digital Video Library.
2.3 Classification Systems
As described in the next chapter, the SVML descriptions associated with
the video rely upon a keyword and description class classification system.
This thesis has chosen not to re-invent such a system or choose one stan-
dard to which all SmartVideo users must adhere. Instead, in keeping with
Saltzer's end-to-end arguments [SALTZER84], SmartVideo assumes that
the user will choose the most appropriate from the set of available classi-
fication schemes. The SVML specification provides a mechanism which
allows the author of a SmartVideo description to indicate the classification
system he or she has chosen. Two examples of such schemes are present-
ed below. This presentation is not intended to constitute an endorsement
of these schemes over others that do exist, nor is it a comprehensive list.
The descriptions are simply presented as examples of possible classifica-
tion systems to be used with SmartVideo.
2.3.1 Cinematic Primitives for Multimedia
Davenport et al [DAVENPOR91], present one such classification. In
describing a set of cinematic primitives for multimedia, the authors hope
to "develop robust frameworks for representing story elements to the
machine such that they can be retrieved in multiple contexts." To do so,
they suggest four basic categories of information that describes a shot,
which they consider to be the basic element of video:
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* Perspective: Whose point of view does the image represent?
* Camera and Sound Recorder: What is the camera or micro-
phone doing relative to the scene? Or how is the camera or
microphone mediating the environment around it?
* Content: What is happening in the environment as it is cap-
tured in the image and sound?
* Context: What additional meaning is represented in the shot
based on its adjacency to other shots or to related world
knowledge.
All of the information recorded is structured according to one of these cat-
egories. Within these, the data is further grouped into appropriate sub-
categories. An interesting aspect of this model is that each of the four data
categories is directly related to the environment in which the scene was
set. Davenport treats the environment as the glue that is used to generate
a description for all aspects of the shot.
Interestingly, Davenport's paper also suggests that the ideal representation
for video does not involve dividing the video equally into individual seg-
ments and then describing each of those segments separately. Instead, the
authors suggest a stratified or layered description model (described in
more detail in chapter 3) upon which a large portion of the SVML design
is based.
2.3.2 Content-Based Video Indexing and Retrieval
Smoliar and Zhang also propose a system which allows users to access
video using content-based queries. They assume, however, that the video
will be served by a database, which is not inconsistent with the
SmartVideo model. (In one sense, the SmartVideo description can be
thought of as a textual representation of a database of descriptors which
refer to a video program.) After collecting and storing the media, the
authors suggest that the video be indexed based on its semantic rather
than lower level properties to facilitate retrieval services. To do so, they
propose a frame-based 4 (or "object oriented") index. These frames are
4In this case, the term "frame" refers not to a single frame of video, but rather to a semantic framework.
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organized into a semantic network. All video content descriptions are
placed in within frames and thus within this network. Such a system
might prove very powerful for searching over large SmartVideo databases
or libraries.

Chapter Three
The Design and Implementation
of the Description Format
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3. The Design and Implementation
of the Description Format
Marc Davis [DAVIS95] justified the goals and overall design of his
MediaStreams video annotations system by proposing a hierarchy of the
efficacy of video annotations which looked like this:
Assume two separate video users/annotators, Alice and Bob, who do not
know each other and use incompatible computer systems.
At least, Alice should be able to use Alice's annotations.
Slightly better, Bob should be able to use Alice's annotations.
Even better, Bob's computer should be able to use Alice's annota-
tions.
At best, Bob's computer and Bob should be able to use Alice's and
Alice's computer's annotations.
3.1 Design Goals
The overriding goal of this design, and the actual format, is this fourth
desideratum. The idea is, in essence, to enable video as a new "data type"
[SUN95], in keeping with the overriding purpose of the project as
described in the first chapter. To accomplish this, there are a number of
concrete design goals which the format must meet. These are:
* universality
* simplicity
* extensibility
3.1.1 Universality
Every standard has this as its goal. This is the essence of the "fourth
desideratum" selected above. If the format is not universal then, in addi-
tion to its failure as a standard, it is not useful. If each producer/repur-
poser of a piece of video must recreate the annotations in his or her own
format, this is only one step better than the complete lack of annotations.
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In fact, it is very likely that annotations which are stored in a non-univer-
sal format will simply not be translated each time the video is reused
because of the effort required. In most cases, the annotations, and the
value they carry, will be lost in all future uses of the content.
3.1.2 Simplicity
It could be said that every engineering project should have this as its main
design goal. However, simplicity has additional importance in this con-
text. A standard must be designed to minimize incompatibility. Every
additional feature increases the chance of conflict. The underlying stan-
dard must therefore be kept as simple as possible.
3.1.3 Extensibility
If the format is going to be as simple as possible, yet at the same time uni-
versal, it must be extensible. There are hundreds of ways in which video
annotations can be used, and each has slightly different requirements, in
terms of what information to store and how to index that information.
The architecture's usefulness will be significantly diminished if it chooses
which one or two annotation styles will be acceptable. Instead, the for-
mat must enable all manner of styles and information, by providing a
mechanism by which the format can be extended.
3.2 Design Choices
3.2.1 SGML
The Introduction to ISO 8879 [IS08879:1986] states that "Standard
Generalized Markup Language (SGML) can be used for publishing in its
broadest definition, ranging from single medium conventional publishing
to multi-media database publishing." Later in that same document, it
says that SGML "can be used for documents that are processed by any text
processing or word processing system." At first glance, these two state-
ments seem contradictory. Closer inspection reveals not only that they are
complementary, but also that SGML provides many of the basic features
necessary for the video description format and architecture.
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It should be noted, first off, that video annotation, like any other descrip-
tion is just text. It simply refers to the video. The reason for a descrip-
tion format is that humans and computers cannot easily parse raw video.
Although a picture (or, in the case of video, a set of pictures) may be worth
a thousand words, that picture needs to be described by a few words which
allow a user to select it out of a large collection. The obvious way to think
about this text is as a "markup" to the video. The video is "tagged" with
little bits of textual, and thus machine and human understandable, infor-
mation. In this case, however, it may be more illustrative to think about
it the other way; the video provides additional embellishment to the tex-
tual description.
Joan Smith [SMITH92] describes the four basic uses of SGML as encod-
ing documents, interchanging documents, working with documents, and
re-using elements of information from those documents. If the video
annotation is thought of as a representation of the underlying "document"
or meaning of a particular video or clip, then it is necessary to be able to
do all four of these with the annotation document. As long as the links
to the underlying video are preserved, then it is possible to think of
manipulating the annotation when editing and repurposing a video seg-
ment.
SGML also provides for extensibility, another of the design criteria listed
above. The document type definition (DTD) allows a user to easily
extend the set of tags or keywords used in the document. At the same
time, this same definition ensures that any parser can understand a docu-
ment created under the modified format. The second application can
then either request guidance from the human user, or simply disregard any
extra information it does not know how to handle. This does not, how-
ever, prevent the application from using the standard information.
With all of this in mind, it is easy to see why SGML makes a good choice
for the underlying structure of SVML. It is easy to show universality with
SGML because it was designed with that in mind. It is system, device,
language, and application independent. SVML needs to serve two pur-
poses. First, it must stand on its own as a video description and annota-
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tion format. It has been shown earlier in this section that SGML satisfies
this criteria. It must also serve as an interchange format between two oth-
erwise incompatible video editing and annotation systems. Two features
for SGML make it a good choice from this perspective as well. The first
is the ready availability of public domain software for parsing SGML such
as sgmls [SGMLS]. The second is its self-contained nature. Each SGML
document carries with it a document type definition, which describes the
features and structure of the document to follow in a standard format.
This allows a program to easily interpret an SVML document that may
have been extended to accommodate a particular annotation task.
3.2.2 Stratification vs. Hierarchical Logging
At first glance, it would seem that video is a very hierarchical medium.
The basic unit is as a frame. Shots consist of sequences of frames, clips are
sequences of shots, and programs are sequences of clips. However, this
belies the underlying complexity of video. Imagine, for example, that
SVML is being used to describe an interview. It would be logical to pro-
vide an indication of the beginning and end of each question and answer
and their text, especially if this interview were to be repurposed for use in
an interactive environment. However, this does not fit into the hierarchi-
cal classification set out at the beginning of this paragraph. It is perfectly
reasonable, for example, to expect a question to span more than one shot,
while not encompassing an entire clip. It is also possible that a question
might span more than one clip. This would be the case if a video cut to
a picture of the entire panel of interviewees to show their reactions while
a single panelist was answering a question. This example alone could dis-
qualify hierarchical logging. However, Aguierre-Smith [AGUIERRE92]
points out another shortcoming. Segmentation of the video, as required
in a hierarchical log, requires the segments to become smaller as the gran-
ularity of description increases. This increased granularity, therefore
comes at the expense of the inclusion of the broader environmental con-
text; the "who, what, where, when, and how" which relate to the scene.
Aguierre-Smith [AGUIERRE92], Pincever, Davenport [AGUIERRE91],
and Davis [DAVIS95], suggest an alternative, "elastic" representation
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called stratification. Essentially, instead of creating a database of chunks Figure 3.1:
graphical descrip-
of frames, the database is populated with descriptions which include begin tion of the "stratifi-
and end frame numbers which link the description to the video. This is cation" approach
a layered representation which allows descriptions to be intermingled with to video markup
one another with no regard for hierarchy. Descriptions can contain and
be contained by other descriptions and they can also lie across the bound-
aries of other descriptions to accommodate cases like the one described in
the previous paragraph. These "strata" indicate the contextual relationship
between segments of video in addition to the individual descriptive pieces.
3.3 How it Works
NOTE: The Document Type Definition for the description format which
serves as its actual specification is in Appendix A. For an example of the use
of the markup, please see Appendix B.
At first glance, the simplicity of SVML is obvious. It really contains only
three basic markup elements: the compile (short for compilation), the
chunk, and the generic descriptor element, called the desc. Each ele-
ment provides one of the necessary functions of the markup. The sim-
plicity allows for a great deal of flexibility and extensibility through their
free-text description fields.
3.3.1 Compile
The comp i le markup is meant to be used only once for each file and to
encompass it entirely. It is intended to be used to indicate an entire com-
pilation of video segments produced by a video editor and placed in sin-
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gle file or broadcast stream. 5 The attributes that are required for the
compile indicate this file-based focus. The compile requires the
Table 3.1: Uniform Resource Locator (URL) [BERNERS94b] of the video data (or,
attributes associat- perhaps more appropriately, Uniform Resource Name (URN) [BERN-
ed with the colement- ERS94a] if and when they become widely accepted and used) even if thepile element
Attribute Name Input Type Input Format Required? Description
url plain text required url of the file which
Imoddate plain text DD MMM YYYY optional modification date of the I
length plain text HH:MM:SS:FF required length 
of the entire
I nmni ari nn I
owner plain text optional compilation owner
SVML data is contained in the same file. Notice that the compile
markup has no ID attribute. It is intended to be used only once per file
and thus does not need identification. The other required attributes are
the file length and title, both fairly self-explanatory. The compile is
also meant to indicate ownership and authorship information (should
they be different). It is important to be clear that this owner/author
applies to the compilation and not necessarily to the individual pieces.
This is similar to the way an editor can own a copyright to an anthology
even though he or she does not own the copyrights to the individual sto-
ries. The fields crdate and moddate indicate the creation and modifica-
tion dates of the compilation, respectively. The compile uses both an
"open" and a "close" markup in the standard SGML style. The close
markup for the compile should be placed at the end of the SVML file.
5 It is important to note that, for the purposes of this discussion, a file can indicate more than simply a tradi-
tional digital or computer file. Any medium that can hold a video compilation is considered a file in this con-
text. So, for example, a video tape would be considered a file, and its url might be the name or other designa-
tor for the tape.
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3.3.2 Chunk
Table 3.2:
This element indicates the individual pieces of video that make up a com- attributes associat-
pilation. Each piece of video that comes from a different source should ed with the chunk
element
Attribute Name Input Type Input Format Required? Description
unique
identifier
reference
required uniquely identifies this element
within the SVML file
tJI 1d.I JchunIIILkk LU LIemen LtLI I I
chunk element
Ibegin plain text HH:MM::55:F
required SM PTE timecode of the
beginning of this chunk
length plain text H H:MM:SS:FF required length of the chunk
plain text required frame rate of this chunk's video
plain text DD MMM YYYY optional creation date of the video file
(same as compilation if
ftitle plain text optional title of the video file
id
framrte
fcrdate
I
I
I currcnnKl
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be its own chunk. The definition of "different source" is fairly flexible.
The chunk was originally intended to be used to distinguish between
parts of a video file that were recorded or encoded differently so that a
viewer or decoder can be prepared for such changes. "Encoded different-
ly" could mean anything from a different frame rate or data rate in an
MPEG file, to different compression standards (MPEG vs. QuickTime® ,
for example), to something as simple as having been recorded on different
days. Although it is not necessary, "different source" could even be
extended to indicate different cameras, if the editor has access to that sort
of information.
Each chunk, like all of the rest of the elements in this format (except the
compile), must be labeled with a unique identifier. A chunk also con-
tains the expected fields such as begin, end, and length. The encode
attribute is meant, as the name indicates, to describe the encoding method
used for that chunk. Some possibilities include MPEG (with data rate
indicated), QuickTime, or even BetaSP or VHS. The framerte field
contains the framerate for the chunk's encoding. There are also a
number of fields whose names start with the letter "f". These fields ini-
tially contain the same data as their counterparts in the container attribute
list. While this may seem redundant, these fields play an important role
when SmartVideo is edited and the "ancestral heritage" of a particular
piece of data is automatically generated within SVML. This is described
further in section 3.3.6.2. The status and currchnk, which stands
for currentchunk, attributes are also used in this process and will be
described later. For now, simply assume that the status attribute
should always take the value current. Like the compile, the chunk
also requires both a begin and an end markup. The end markup should
be placed at the end of the chunk.
3.3.3 Chnkdesc (chunk descriptor)
Each chunk also has a chnkdesc, or chunk descriptor, associated with
it. This element is referred to in the chunk through the chnkdesc
idref attribute and, similarly, it refers back to its chunk. There can be
QuickTime is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Attribute Name Input Type Required? Description
unique identifier required uniquely identifies this element
plain text optional format used in the desclass and descword fields I
Idescword plain text optional structures description of the chunk I
only one chnkdesc per chunk, and, unlike the chunk which has
both an open and close markup, the chnkdesc is never closed. The
chnkdesc can be thought of almost as an addendum to the chunk ele-
ment. The reason for the separation will also become apparent during the
discussion of editing in section 3.3.6 below.
There are three fields which are meant to contain descriptions of the video
in the chunk. These fields were originally intended (as their names indi-
cate) to contain a class and keyword description, for use with an informa-
tion retrieval or advanced searching and indexing mechanism, and then an
extra field for a free-text description. However, these are just suggested
uses. The three fields could indicate descriptions in three different infor-
mation retrieval formats. Each field could also represent a different cate-
gory of description. In fact any description that can be represented as text
can be entered into one or more of those fields and then retrieved later.
In order to make the format truly generic, it is imperative that the actual
descriptions of each of the descriptive units be generic. It can be safely
assumed that a free-text description of a segment can be understood by
any human reader (That is, of course, assuming that the reader of a
description in English can read and understand English.). However, since
computers don't often do too well with free-text, and one of the goals of
the format is for Bob's computer to be able to comprehend Alice's anno-
tations, there is a need for another mechanism. Specifically, the author
must indicate the type or "language" being used for description contained
in the desclass, and descword fields. This information is placed in
Table 3.3:
attributes
associated with the
chnkdesc
element
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Iid
desctype
Id
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Table 3.4:
attributes
associated with the
desc element
the desctype attribute. Rather than specify a set of standard description
formats, the specification assumes that such a set will evolve, similar to the
proliferation of MIME-types [BORENS93], as SVML is widely accepted.
Particular organizations or authors may design and use proprietary meth-
ods. Others may use adaptations of one or more of the methods described
in Chapter 2. As long as the format is specified, the actual implementa-
tion is irrelevant from the point of view of the SVML standard.
3.3.4 Generic Descriptor (desc)
The generic descriptor or desc, and its associated element enddesc are
the keys to this description format and also perhaps its most interesting
Attribute Name
id
Input Type Input Format
unique
identifier
Required?
required
Description
uniquely identifies this element
choice of part or whole required
two values
currchnk 11)
reference
indicates whether this represents the I
entire descriptive element or a part oq
required pointer to the chunk which contains
this descriptive element
end plain text HH :MM:bS:F required SM IlE timecode of the end
desctype plain text optional format used in the
desclass and descword fields
descword plain text optional structures description of the chunk
Istatus
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aspect. The desc contains the usual attribute fields containing descrip-
tion, identifiers, begin, end, and length. It also contains a reference
to the current chunk (currchnk). Notice that the desc markup con-
tains an open but no close. It is simply a single marker like the chnkde- Table 3.5:
sc. The difference is that it contains a reference to a related markup ele- attributes
ment called enddesc. The enddesc, although technically a separate associated with the
enddesc element
Attribute Name Input Type Required? Description
unique identifier required uniquely identifies this element
markup element, forms a pair with a desc (the two refer to each other
through ID references) to implement the stratification technique
described above. In order for this to work, it is imperative that each desc
have exactly one enddesc associated with it, even though it is impossi-
ble to guarantee this in the standard SGML document type definition.
SGML is defined to be hierarchical. Elements are designed to reside com-
pletely within one another. For most text markup situations, this is suffi-
cient. However, as discussed above, hierarchical markup is insufficient for
useful video markup. To get around this, the desc and endesc elements
form a pair to indicate the begin and end of a descriptive element. The
specification is written so that descs and enddescs can be placed
inside or outside of any of the other elements (except, of course, compila-
tions which encompass the entire file). This way, descriptions can con-
tain, overlap, be contained within, or be completely exclusive of other
descriptions. To discover the contents of a particular descriptive element
the user (or automated parser) simply finds the enddesc associated with
that desc. Anything between the two is contained within the descrip-
tive entity.
The desc element contains a status attribute similar to that of the
chunk. Its two values are also useful during editing. The beginner
should simply assign the value of whole to this attribute, for now. This
id
id
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attribute will be discussed along with its chunk-based counterpart in sec-
tion 3.3.6.3 below.
It should be noted that at no point in the preceding discussion was men-
tion made of the suggested contents of a descriptive element or entity that
should be demarcated by desc and enddesc elements. The reason for
this is that there is no such guideline. A descriptive entity is any portion
of the video which the editor, producer, creator, or user sees fit to describe.
3.3.5 Representation of Time with Text
Video is a time based medium. Text is not. In order to create a textual
representation (if that is what one can call a markup or annotation) of
video, a way must be found to represent the time basis of the video in the
text. In some ways, text is space based; it progresses from left to right (in
English) on each line and then in a succession of lines down the length of
a page. It might, therefore, seem logical to use some sort of timeline-style
or pseudo-graphical representation for the time-based aspect. However
this does not work for SVML for a number of important reasons. First,
SVML is based upon SGML which is intended to be independent of the
format of the text on the printed (or displayed) page. There is a (slightly
silly) fix for this: to include a timecode for every frame, or other atomic
unit of video, and then pair these codes with the markup. Of course, that
has the shortcoming that it is unlikely that there will be a markup element
associated with many of the frames. Simplicity will be lost, along with a
great deal of wasted bandwidth. Another possibility is to vary this tech-
nique slightly by only including timecodes for those instants where
markup is necessary. Still, it seems somewhat cumbersome and ineffi-
cient.
The approach taken with SVML is far more elegant. For most video, or
at least most video that will be marked up (news, for example) the text of
the spoken dialog provides a good approximation of the progression of the
time through the video. It can be matched exactly with the action and
continues throughout most of the video. Although the meaning is not
completely captured in the text of the dialog (that's why markup is need-
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ed in the first place), it does give an idea of the video's flow. So, SVML
assumes that the text of the spoken dialog (just the actual spoken words,
the identity of the speaker is indicated by descriptive markup) is the base
text of the document. The markup is then placed around the text to indi-
cate its relative placement in the flow of the video. Of course, there is not
always spoken dialog, and there are sometimes breaks, so the markup also
carries with it indications of begin, end, and length of a particular descrip-
tive segment or chunk. This representation has the added benefit that
large free-text descriptions or hundreds of short descriptors are not neces-
sary to describe the text of the spoken dialog of the video.
3.3.6 Editing and Ancestral Sources
Video is not a static medium. It is not simply captured by a camera onto
tape and then viewed a number of times. Instead, raw (unedited) video is
usually reviewed by an editor. Certain pieces are then spliced together,
with pieces from other raw video collections, into a program. The same
raw video may be used as a source for many programs. Clips may also be
taken from a program and then reused in a different program.
In any case, it is important that the description need not be recreated after
each editing. Instead, SmartVideo provides a mechanism which allows
the original description assigned to a video (by an editor, for example) to
travel with the clip as it is edited into a program, and then reused in oth-
ers. This feature also allows a user of the video to trace the origin of a par-
ticular clip. That user can then retrieve the original source video, which
might provide more useful footage, the way a bibliography or a footnote
allows a reader to explore the source of a quote or piece of information.
The inclusion of a video segment's ancestry can also be useful for protec-
tion of the original author's intellectual property.
The mechanism which allows the SVML description to travel with a video
segment when it is edited into another compilation is fairly simple.
Although it seems logical (and likely) that video segments will conform to
the boundaries of the descriptive elements, in order to preserve generality,
any piece of the video can be removed. Any markup or closed caption text
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Figure 3.2:
graphical descrip-
tion of the editing
process
that describes the video selected is packaged along with the new video seg-
ment. In order to maintain the integrity of the SVML description and the
ancestry of the segment, however, some additional information must be
added.
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3.3.6.1 Modification to Compiles
The compile markup contains information pertaining to the file with-
in which the video described is contained. It does not convey any infor-
mation about the video itself. Therefore, it need not be carried along with
the segment to its new destination. Instead, the segment will be placed
within the compile for the new program in which it is included.
3.3.6.2 Modification to Chunks
First, the endpoints of any chunks contained within the new segment
must be modified to be entirely contained within the new segment. So,
chunks that extend beyond the end of the new segment must have a new
ending markup placed at the end of the segment. The appropriate
attribute values (end and length) must also be modified. Similarly, a
chunk that begins before the beginning of the new segment must have a
copy of its original chunk header placed at the beginning of the SVML
description of the new segment. Once again, the appropriate attribute
values must also be modified.
Ownership and encoding information are contained within the chunk so
that information is included with the new segment. In order to indicate
the original ownership as well as the current one, the header markup for
each chunk contained within the new segment must be duplicated (and,
of course, new ID fields must be created for these new headers). One
copy of the header should remain unchanged except that the value of the
status attribute is changed from current to ancestor. The other
copy should still indicate a status of current, but attribute fields that
begin with an "f" (except for framerate) should all be changed to
reflect the new file within which the segment is now contained. This way,
the original ownership information, as well as the ownership information
regarding the new program, are both preserved. The chnkdesc need
not be duplicated since both chunk headers can point to the same
chnkdesc.
If the segment is removed from this program and edited into another one
the same procedure is followed. The current chunk's status is
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changed to ancestor and a new current chunk header is created with the
new file's ownership, authorship, title, and other information. No data is
included to indicate which of the ancestral chunks came first. It does not
seem likely that this information will be useful. A user who wishes to
retrace a video to its source, will, more than likely, examine all of the
sources, at least to see which is most useful.
At first glance, it may seem horribly inefficient to duplicate all of this
information each time a video is edited. However, in comparison to the
size of the video data, any amount of text is irrelevant for all intents and
purposes. Even if that were not the case, though, it is unlikely that a video
will be transposed in the manner described above more than once or
twice. Instead, an editor interested in particular clip he or she saw in a
program will probably find the source of that clip and then select his own
segment from the original source. It is therefore unlikely that this infor-
mation will become unwieldy.
3.3.6.3 Modification to Descs
Descs which are completely contained within the new segment need not
be modified, except that their begin and end attributes must be mod-
ified to reflect the desc's position within its new file. Descs that are
partly contained within the segment must be modified slightly in order to
be made transportable. Specifically, they must be shortened to fit within
the new segment. In other words, descs which extend beyond the end
of the segment must be given a new enddesc which is placed at the very
end of the segment. Similarly, descs which start before the beginning
of the segment must be given a new desc markup which is placed at the
beginning of the segment. Any descs that are modified in this way
must, obviously, be modified so that their begin, end, and length
attributes correspond to their new endpoints. Any desc that is modified
should have its status attribute set to part so that a user knows that
the desc originally extended beyond the boundaries of the segment.
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3.3.6.4 Placement into the New Compilation
Placement of the segment into a new file also requires little further mod-
ification. The segment's SVML description is simply placed into the
description of the file into which the segment is being placed, at the posi-
tion corresponding to the timecode of the insertion. The receiving file's
description needs modification only if the insertion point is within an
existing chunk. If so, that chunk needs to be split into two separate
chunks, one before the insertion point and the other after. Since chunks
carry ownership and encoding information they cannot overlap or contain
one another.
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4. Initial Demonstrations of the
SmartVideo Technology
The preceding chapter presented the design and design rationales for
SVML. SmartVideo, however, is more than that specification. It is a way
of dealing with and manipulating logged or described video. That aspect
cannot be specified because its limits are prescribed only by its users, their
needs, and their imaginations. Instead, this chapter presents a few of the
basic uses of SmartVideo. These do not, by any means, present a com-
prehensive list of all possible examples, or even a list of all of the examples
the author has conceived.
4.1 Markup of a Raw Video Program
The first important task of a video description is, quite obviously, to
describe a video program.
4.1.1 The Source
The program chosen for markup is a live video feed of a press conference
held in Israel by United States President Bill Clinton and Israeli Prime
Minister Shimon Peres. It was broadcast live on CNN at 4:25 AM on
March 14, 1996. The program starts after the two leaders have complet-
ed their speeches and contains just a portion of the question and answer
session that followed. The program was recorded on a BetaSP tape. The
transcript of this video was produced by hand by the author. Normally
that transcript will be available along with the video as closed captioning.
This source is ideal for use as part of a SmartVideo demonstration for a
number of reasons. First, it is raw video. One could imagine an editor
(or reporter) viewing the live event, marking up the video, and then cre-
ating a news story with shots from it. Second, this video was used in just
that way. On March 15, CNN NEWSROOM included a story which
contained footage from this live feed. Third, the question and answer for-
mat is ideal for illustrating one of the basic functionalities of SmartVideo:
allowing the creation of an interactive interface to the video. One through
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which, for example, a user might be able to select the video of a individ-
ual question and/or answer in which that user might be particularly inter-
ested. In fact, that sort of capability was one of the original motivations
behind SmartVideo.
4.1.2 The Markup
NOTE: A complete listing of the markup is available in Appendix B.
The markup is fairly straightforward and follows the specifications and
rules set out in Section 3.3. There are, however, a number of features
which merit attention for the sake of clarity of example.
4.1.2.1 The Chunk
The first important feature is the attribute values of the first chunk. In
particular, note that the attribute encode was given the value "Beta SP."
<chunk
id
status
chnkdesc
begin
end
length
encode
framerte
fcontan
fcrdate
fmoddate
flength
fauthor
fowner
=c00001
=current
=cd00001
="03:47:51:05"
="04:12:27:29"
="00:24:36:24"
="Beta SP"
="30 fps"
="NMIS:tapel"
="04 Apr 1996"
="04 Apr 1996"
="00:21:59:18"
="Doug Schreiber"
="Networked Multimedia
at MIT">
Information Services Project
Figure 4.1:
Listing of the
chunk
attributes.
Although this is not an encoding in the digital video sense, it is a way of
storing, and thus encoding video. It makes sense to label all video with an
encoding, even one as mundane as VHS, so that the reader (human or
computer) knows the format of the data with which he/she/it is dealing.
This also goes for the framerte attribute, which, in this case, has a
value of "30 fps." Similarly, the url attribute of the compile is not a
url in the traditional sense. Instead, it is simply a resource locator. In an
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ideal world, there would be digital addresses, or perhaps, better, universal
resource names that would be address independent, for every piece of
data, digital or otherwise. That is not, however, the case. In the mean-
time, it is still necessary to indicate the location of the video data associ-
ated with this SVML description. It is hoped that organizations and users
who adopt this standard will be as descriptive and universal as possible
when choosing these "url's." The url used in this example is simply
"NMIS:tapel" indicating a tape labeled "tape 1" which is located in the
NMIS digital video facility. Another interesting feature of this markup is
that there is only one chunk. Chunk boundaries indicate changes in
ownership, authorship, or encoding. Since all three of these attributes
remain constant throughout this 12 minute video, only one chunk,
which contains the entire program, is necessary.
4.1.2.2 The Chnkdesc
The chnkdesc provides the next interesting example. The desctype
used throughout this sample markup is "SmartVideo Test:Interview." As
mentioned in chapter three, this is not intended to be an example of a
standard description type. Instead, it is expected that organizations and
individuals will create their own description types which best suit their
needs. The type can specify the use of the two "typed" descriptor fields,
descword and desclass in any way. This particular type uses only
the descword field. The scheme used is fairly simple, although not very
powerful. The structured description contained in the descword
attribute field consists of a series of descriptive keywords separated by
colons, in order from left to right, from general to specific. In this par- Figure 4.2:
chnkdesc
ticular description type, the last item in the colon-delimited list indicates cd0001
<chnkdesc
id =cd00001
chnkhead =c00001
desctype ="Sm artVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="press conference:Clinton and Peres:Israel:Tel
Aviv:14 Mar 1996"
descfree ="Clinton and Peres Press Conference, Tel Aviv,
Israel, March 14, 1996 05:55 AM EDT">
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the subject or object (determined from context) of the action. The free
text description in the descf ree attribute is just that: free form. In this
example, descfree attributes are only used when necessary. For most
of the markup items in this example, the closed captioned text forms a suf-
ficient free text description to eliminate the need for a separate free-text
description within the markup.
4.1.2.3 ID attributes
The astute reader will notice that the ID attributes of each of the markup
elements were chosen in a specific style. Each is a combination of a one
or two letter markup type indicator (d for desc, cd for chnkdesc,
etc.) and a number. In this particular SVML example, the numbers are
approximately sequential within the document. This is purely coinciden-
tal, and not even completely true throughout the example. For example,
the desc with ID d00047 comes between the descs with ID
d00018 and d00019. In this example, the numbers were chosen in
approximately the order in which their elements were placed into the
markup. It is important to remember, however, that the ID elements
must be unique within the document but need not follow any other pat-
tern or style. It may, of course, be easier to guarantee uniqueness with this
sort of pattern.
4.1.2.4 Placement of Descs
It is also illustrative to point out that descs (and their respective
enddescs) are used within SVML to implement the stratification
technique described in chapter 3. Therefore descs can overlap in any
way, and they can even completely contain one another. Of course, the
reference above to the contents of a desc implies the part of the docu-
ment contained between the desc and the enddesc to which it
refers, also as defined in Chapter 3.
Note also that for the purposes of SmartVideo, the location of a markup
element is only approximated by its place in the textual document. In
SmartVideo, many elements can occur simultaneously, if they begin or
end at exactly the same time in the video. Since there is no perfect textu-
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al representation of this, they are listed sequentially in the SVML. One
Figure 4.3:
example of this descs d00011, d00012, d00013, and d00010. Simultaneous
descs listed
sequentially
<desc
id
myend
status
fcontan
currchnk
begin
end
length
desctype
descword
<desc
id
myend
status
fcontan
currchnk
begin
end
length
desctype
descword
<desc
id
myend
status
fcontan
currchnk
begin
end
length
desctype
descword
=d00010
=ed00010
=whole
="NMIS:tapel"
=c00001
="03:53:06:28"
="03:55:29:27"
="00:01:22:29"
="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
="qa:Clinton and Peres">
=d00012
=ed00012
=whole
="NMIS:tapel"
=c00001
="03:53:06:28"
="03:53:48:15"
="00:00:31:17"
="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
="qa:Peres">
=d00013
=ed00013
=whole
="NMIS:tapel"
=c00001
="03:53:06:28"
="03:55:29:27"
="00:01:22:29"
="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
="qa:Clinton">
<desc
id =d00011
myend =ed00011
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:53:06:28"
end ="03:53:18:15"
length ="00:00:11:17"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="question:reporter:Radio Col Yisrael:Clinton and Peres">
I would like to ask the President and the Prime Minister about the closure
that could jeopardize the whole peace process according to the Palestinians'
claim.
<enddesc
id =ed00011
mydesc =dOO011>
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Although they are listed sequentially in the textual SVML representation,
they occur simultaneously within the SmartVideo markup system.
4.1.2.5 What the Descs Demarcate
At first glance, it might appear that descs can only be used to indicate
sections within the transcript text. For example, to separate a question
from an answer (d0002 and d0003). It just happens that descs are
used in this way most of the time in the Clinton/Peres Press Conference
markup example. In fact, they can be used to indicate anything that an
editor or viewer might find interesting or important within the video.
Background imagery, lighting, camera focus, and background music are
only a few examples of other such elements of interest which may be
demarcated using descs. In the example markup, desc d00045,
among others, indicates camera focus within the video. Later dO0047
shows the boundaries of an errant cell phone ring which disturbs the
President's speech.
4.2 Parsing of Markup by a Generic SGML Parser
When SmartVideo becomes widely accepted, it is very likely that SVML
specific parsers will be written and then used. However, one of the goals
of this project is universality. SGML was chosen as the foundation for
SVML partly because of its wide acceptance. It is therefore an important
part of this research to show that SVML can be parsed by an unmodified,
public domain SGML parser.
4.2.1 The Parser
The parser chosen for this example is an application called sgmls
[SGMLS]. It was derived from an earlier program called ARCSGML.
The original software was written by Charles Goldfarb. The derivation
and improvements were done by James Clark. The source code to the
software (in C) is available at ftp://ftp.ifi.uio.no.
sgmls is a validating SGML parser. It reads an SGML file (including its
document type definition) and ensures that it conforms to the SGML
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specification as well as to the document type definition supplied with the
file. sgmls produces an ASCII representation of the Element Structure
Information Set as its output. This representation clearly displays the ele-
ment structure, element contents, and element attribute values of the doc-
ument that was parsed.
4.2.2 The Output
The actual output sgmls produced after parsing the example SVML
markup is fairly unremarkable. It is presented in its entirety in Appendix
C. It is significant, however that the SVML was parsed without error or
incident.
4.3 Example of Editing and
Ancestral Source Preservation Mechanisms
The SmartVideo system was partially designed to aid in the creation of the
digital newsroom of the future. Raw video feeds would be marked up,
described, and then archived. Editors and news story producers could
then browse that archive and select the appropriate clips and scenes for
inclusion in stories, segments, and programs. In a fully interactive world,
the user would receive the program, complete with its SVML markup and
be able to retrieve the source material relevant to the topics in which he or
she has the most interest.
One keystone of this capability is the editing process. The markup, as well
as the information about the original source of the video, must be pre-
served as the raw material is compiled into widely available programming.
In this example, the March 15, 1996 edition of the CNN NEWSROOM
educational program included a clip from the raw video that was marked
up as described above. Although the producer of CNN NEWSROOM
did not actually have the benefit of the SmartVideo version of the press
conference video when preparing his program, the following details the
process that might have been followed if the CNN NEWSROOM pro-
duction process was "SmartVideo-enabled."
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4.3.1 Preparation of the Section
Of course, the producer first selects the clip. In this example, a quote
from President Clinton is used. It lasts from timecode 03:45:35:05 to
03:54:40:01 in the press conference video. 6 As described in section 3.3.6
above, the editor prepares the markup which pertains to the clip to be
transplanted. The section of the original markup which refers to the time
boundaries of the clip forms the basis of this "transplant markup." In this
case, since no descs, enddescs, or chunk beginnings or ends are
contained within the clip, this is simply the spoken text of the clip. The
editor then determines which descs contain the clip. Any descs that
contain the clip must be included in the new "transplant markup." To do
this, new copies of descs d00046, dO0010, dO00013, and dO00015
are placed at the beginning of the transplant markup. These copies are
identical to their counterparts in the original markup except that their
status attribute is set to "part."7 Similarly, new versions of edO 0 04 6,
ed 0 0 10, ed 0 0013, and ed 0 0 15 are placed at the end of the trans-
plant markup. These enddescs are exactly the same as the originals.
The preparation is completed with the addition of the appropriate
chunk and chnkdesc elements, as described in Chapter 3. In this
case, the addition is simple. Two copies of the chunk element c 00001
are added to the beginning of the transplant markup. On one, the sta-
tus attribute is changed to "ancestor" and the ID is changed to make it
unique. In this case, the new ID for the ancestor chunk element is sim-
ply ac00001. The currchnk attribute is now given a value for this
element: c 00001, the ID attribute of the other chunk element. The
other chunk element's attributes will be changed when the transplant is
6 In actuality, the clip that was used in the March 15th CNN NEWSROOM was not exactly the same as the
one contained in the video that was used for the example markup. The clip that was used in the CNN NEWS-
ROOM contained footage from a different camera, from exactly the same time. For the purposes of this exam-
ple, however, this slight difference is not relevant.
7 The observant reader will notice that the begin, end, and length attributes of the descs in the trans-
plant markup do not accurately represent their new locations and should be changed. They could be changed
now to reflect their new positions. However they will need to be changed again when inserted into the new
markup, so it is not necessary to make the intermediate change.
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inserted. The chnkdesc is also added to the beginning of the transplant Figure 4.4:
markup, unchanged, to complete the preparation. transplant markup
<chunk
id
status
chnkdesc
begin
end
length
encode
framerte
fcontan
fcrdate
fmoddate
flength
fauthor
fowner
<chunk
id
status
chnkdesc
begin
end
length
encode
framerte
fcontan
fcrdate
fmoddate
flength
fauthor
fowner
<chnkdesc
id
chnkhead
<del
=c00001
=current
=cd00001
="03:47:51:05"
="04:12:27:29"
="00:24:36:24"
="Beta SP"
="30 fps"
="NMIS:tapel"
="04 Apr 1996"
="04 Apr 1996"
="00:21:59:18"
="Doug Schreiber"
="Networked Multimedia
Information Services
Project at MIT">
=ac00001
=ancestor
=cd00001
="03:47:51:05"
="04:12:27:29"
="00:24:36:24"
="Beta SP"
="30 fps"
="NMIS:tapel"
="04 Apr 1996"
="04 Apr 1996"
="00:21:59:18"
="Doug Schreiber"
="Networked Multimedia
Information Services
Project at MIT">
=cd00001
=c00001
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:
Interview"
descword ="press conference:
Clinton and Peres:
Israel:Tel Aviv:
Mar 1996"
descfree ="Clinton and Peres
Press Conference, Tel
Aviv, Israel, March
14, 1996 5:55 AM EDT">
sc
id =d00010
myend =ed00010
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:53:06:28"
end ="03:55:29:27"
length ="00:01:22:29"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:
Interview"
descword ="qa:Clinton and
Peres">
<desc
id =d00013
myend =ed00013
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:53:06:28"
end ="03:55:29:27"
length ="00:01:22:29"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:
Interview"
descword ="qa:Clinton">
<desc
id =d00015
myend =ed00015
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:53:48:15"
end ="03:55:29:27"
length ="00:01:31:12"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:
Interview"
descword ="answer:Clinton">
<desc
id
myend
status
fcontan
currchnk
begin
=d00046
=ed00046
=whole
="NMIS:tapel"
=c00001
="03:54:33:23"
end ="03:55:05:16"
length ="00:00:31:23"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:
Interview"
descword ="image:focus on both
Clinton and Peres"
descfree ="camera is on both
Clinton and Peres, in
a shot from Stage
Left">
it's a deliberate attempt by them, to
make the Palestinians as miserable as
possible.
<enddesc
id
mydesc
<enddesc
id
mydesc
<enddesc
id
mydesc
<enddesc
id
mydesc
</chunk>
=ed00046
=d00046>
=ed00010
=d00010>
=ed00013
=d00013>
=ed00015
=d00015>
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4.3.2 The Destination
The clip described in the previous section is used as part of a news story
on President Clinton's trip to the Middle East. It was broadcast as the
"Top Story" segment in the CNN NEWSROOM program. The program
is also recorded on BetaSP with SMPTE time-codes[SMPTE86]. The
clip appears from frame 03:54:13:05 to frame 03:54:18:01 in the pro-
gram.8 Unfortunately, the SmartVideo system is (obviously) not used by
the producers of CNN NEWSROOM. Instead, it is assumed that the
producer has created the program up to the insertion point, and that
markup exists for the rest of the program up to this point as well.
4.3.3 Insertion into the New Program
Insertion is actually quite simple. As the video portion of the clip is added
to the end of the video program, the transplant markup is simply append-
ed to the program's existing markup. The editor completes the insertion
by changing the attribute values of the descs and chunks to reflect their
position within the new program, as indicated below. Additionally, the
editor also ensures that the ID's of the transplanted elements are still
unique within their new surroundings. In this case, he simply appends
"tapel" to each of the ID's of each of the newly inserted elements.
Figure 4.5
(next page):
The new program
with the transplant
markup inserted.
8 The fact that the timecodes of the clip's place in the original video feed, and its placement within the CNN
NEWSROOM program is purely coincidental.
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<compile
the compile inf6rmationfor the CNNNEWSROOMprogram of
March 15, 1996
... >
<chunk
a chunk that comes before in the CNNNEWSROOMprogram
... >
</chunk>
<chunk
id =c00001
status =current
chnkdesc =cd00001
begin ="03:54:13:05"
end ="03:54:18:01"
length ="00:00:04:26"
encode ="Beta SP"
framerte ="30 fps"
fcontan ="NMIS:tape2"
fcrdate ="04 Apr 1996"
fmoddate ="04 Apr 1996"
flength ="00:30:00:00"
fauthor ="Doug Schreiber"
fowner ="Networked Multimedia
Project at
<chunk
id
status
chnkdesc
begin
end
length
encode
framerte
fcontan
fcrdate
fmoddate
flength
fauthor
fowner
Project at
<chnkdesc
Information Services
MIT">
=ac00001
=ancestor
=cd00001
="03:47:51:05"
="04:12:27:29"
="00:24:36:24"
="Beta SP"
="30 fps"
="NMIS:tapel"
="04 Apr 1996"
="04 Apr 1996"
="00:21:59:18"
="Doug Schreiber"
="Networked Multimedia
Information Services
MIT">
id =cd00001
chnkhead =c00001
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:
Interview"
descword ="press conference:
Clinton and Peres:
Israel:Tel Aviv:
Mar 1996"
descfree ="Clinton and Peres
Press Conference, Tel
Aviv, Israel, March
14, 1996 5:55 AM EDT">
<desc
id
myend
status
fcontan
currchnk
begin
end
length
desctype
=d00010
=ed00010
=part
="NMIS:tape2"
=c00001
="03:54:13:05"
="03:54:18:01"
="00:00:04:26"
="SmartVideo Test:
Interview"
descword ="qa:Clinton and
Peres'>
<desc
id
myend
status
fcontan
currchnk
begin
end
length
desctype
descword
<desc
id
myend
status
fcontan
currchnk
begin
end
length
desctype
descword
<desc
=d00013
=ed00013
=part
="NMIS:tape2"
=c00001
="03:54:13:05"
="03:54:18:01"
="00:00:04:26'
="SmartVideo Test:
Interview"
="qa:Clinton">
=d00015
=ed00015
=part
="NMIS:tape2"
=c00001
="03:54:13:05"
="03:54:18:01"
="00:00:04:26"
="SmartVideo Test:
Interview"
="answer:Clinton">
id =d00046
myend =ed00046
status =part
fcontan ="NMIS:tape2"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:54:13:05"
end ="03:54:18:01"
length ="00:00:04:26"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:
Interview"
descword ="image:focus on both
Clinton and Peres"
descfree ="camera is on both
Clinton and Peres, in
a shot from Stage
Left">
it's a deliberate attempt by them, to make
the Palestinians as miserable as possible.
<enddesc
id =ed00046
mydesc =d00046>
<enddesc
id =ed00010
mydesc =d00010>
<enddesc
id
mydesc
<enddesc
id
mydesc
</chunk>
<chunk
=ed00013
=d00013>
=ed00015
=d00015>
a chunk that comes after in the CNNNEWSROOMpmgranm
</chunk>
</compile>
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5. Directions for Future Research
and Conclusions
5.1 Future Research
Chapters 4 presented a few demonstrations of the basic functionality of
SmartVideo. These are by no means an exclusive list. The sections below
give some indication of the possible directions and projects for further
research.
5.1.1 Tools for SmartVideo Generation, Manipulation,
and Parsing
The examples displayed in the previous chapter assumed that the markup,
parsing, and editing were all performed by hand. This was done simply
because advanced tools do not yet exist. Many of the functions performed
by hand in Chapter 4 and described earlier in Chapter 3, could easily be
automated. It is fully expected that, in order for the SmartVideo standard
to become widely used and accepted, such tools must be made available.
The production of these tools should therefore be placed at a high priori-
ty within the research agenda. Examples include graphical software which
eases the creation of SVML descriptions by video directors and editors.
Davis' [DAVIS95] Media Streams software is a good example of a similar
package. Graphical editing software could also be written. Although the
SVML markup can be successfully parsed by a generic SGML parser, as
demonstrated in Chapter 4, such a solution does not take full advantage
of SmartVideo. One or more specialized parsers could be written to rem-
edy this. Furthermore, an advanced installation, like CNN, for example,
might incorporate SVML into a larger video database system for use with
SmartVideo. The video would usually be stored, along with its descrip-
tion in a flexible media database. SVML would then be the format used
to package the description along with the video program for use by clients
and end users.
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5.1.2 Inclusion of SVML into MPEG Streams
MPEG [MPEG94] is rapidly becoming the standard for encoding of dig-
ital video for use over the Internet and other digital video delivery systems.
It therefore makes sense that MPEG video should be able to be
"SmartVideo-enabled." To be "SmartVideo-enabled" the video must
carry with it an SVML description. The MPEG standard actually makes
this very easy. In order to provide for closed captioning and other auxil-
iary data streams which are usually included with video, MPEG allows for
an arbitrary number of these so-called "private streams" to be packaged in
an MPEG system stream along with the audio and video data. The
SVML description can simply be placed in one of these auxiliary data
streams. Since the auxiliary data streams are synchronized with the audio
and video information, the SVML description is closely coupled with the
video. Not only is the description packaged along with the video, but it
is also easily selected and moved when a clip is spliced into another video
file. Software, such as Niemczyk's StreamObjects [NIEMCYK96], can be
used to separate the SVML from the video for parsing and other uses by
the client.
5.1.3 SmartVideo embedded within MPEG streams
as a Universal Transport Format
between Video Databases
In Chapter 2, it was noted that SmartVideo can, in one sense, be thought
of as a text-based mechanism for transporting data between video data-
bases. Essentially, SmartVideo encodes the information that might be
contained in the descriptors that are associated with video within a video
database. SmartVideo then places that ownership and descriptive infor-
mation within the text-based SVML and, with the improvements dis-
cussed in 5.1.2, packages it along with the video within an MPEG stream.
If a number of filters which could translate the information contained in
a traditional multimedia database into (perhaps slightly modified) SVML
and back again were written, then SmartVideo could be used as a univer-
sal transport format to allow video to be moved between incompatible
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video databases. It should not be difficult to create these filters because of
the flexibility and extensibility in SVML.
These filters could also be useful in another way. Digital video editing
facilities already rely on media databases to store their video, and perhaps
ownership and content information about the video. Instead of requiring
the development of SmartVideo editing tools as suggested in section
5.1.1, existing tools could simply be combined with the SmartVideo fil-
ters suggested here. This would ease worldwide acceptance of SmartVideo
because the initial investment in new software and training required for
SmartVideo would be reduced significantly.
5.1.4 Improvements to Internet CNN NEWSROOM
As described in Chapter 1, the current Internet CNN NEWSROOM sys-
tem is not robust enough to move from a research to a production envi-
ronment. There are simply too many possible points of failure. Most of
these failure modes are caused by the fact that the system must guess the
segment break points and contents using information from a number of
different, and sometimes conflicting, sources. All of these problems are
eliminated if the information about segment breaks and contents is
included with the video. If that information were encoded using the
SmartVideo system, the current setup that parses and digitizes the CNN
NEWSROOM program and its associated materials would be unneces-
sary. In its place, a machine would simply parse the SVML description,
and from that determine the accurate segment boundaries, titles, and
closed captioning information. The description information could be
sent via electronic mail. However, the system would still have to guess the
starting frame of the program.
A slightly more advanced implementation might encode part of the
SVML description within the closed captioning. The closed caption sig-
nal cannot carry enough information to include the entire description in
addition to the spoken text of the video. It might, however, be feasible to
include just the ids of each of the elements at the appropriate frames in
the closed captioning. A full SVML version of the description could then
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be sent to the encoding station by electronic mail. The encoding station
would then merge the two information sources to synchronize the
description with the video.
If the CNN NEWSROOM program were broadcast as an MPEG stream
rather than an analog video signal, the SVML description could simply be
included with the video as described in section 5.1.2. Of course, if CNN
NEWSROOM were distributed as MPEG, then it would be possible for
any user, with the appropriate SVML parsing tools, to automatically cre-
ate the interactive Internet CNN NEWSROOM content without the
need for a centralized encoding and repurposing system.
A SmartVideo-enabled Internet CNN NEWSROOM would also provide
advanced interactivity to the user. A viewer could choose to review the
entire video feed from a news conference that is only mentioned in the
produced news segment. Furthermore, a user would be able to select and
view specific questions and answers from an interview or press conference
rather than settling for the sound bite that the producer or reporter chose.
5.1.5 Extending SVML
The SVML specification described in this thesis provides a number of
generic markup elements. It is possible to foresee, though, that a user or
organization might want to customize the markup used to more con-
cretely describe particular elements of their video. For example, the pro-
ducers of CNN NEWSROOM might want to indicate the begin and end
points of each of the news stories presented in that program. One way is
to simply use descs to demarcate the endpoints of the stories. The descrip-
tion fields within the desc elements could be used to indicate the title,
content, and other necessary information about the story. However, the
producers might want to define their own set of attributes which pertain
uniquely to stories on CNN NEWSROOM.
SVML's inherent flexibility and extensibility allow this easily. The CNN
NEWSROOM producers would simply add an element to the SVML
document type definition which defines the story element. Since the
SVML document includes its DTD, all parsers would be able to deal with
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this modified SVML markup without incident. The generic SVML
parsers might not know how to present the information contained within
the story elements. However, they would still be able to process the rest
of the markup normally. The producers of Internet CNN NEWSROOM
could provide specially modified parsers to their subscribers so that the
subscribers would be able to easily access the data contained in the
story elements. In order to maintain backwards compatibility, the pro-
ducers could also mark the story boundaries in the traditional manner
with descs and enddescs.
5.1.6 Protection of Intellectual Property
Using SmartVideo
SmartVideo packages information about the owner and author of a par-
ticular video segment along with the video. In the basic system described
in this thesis, that information could easily be modified by a malicious
user who wished to defeat this simple copyright protection. However,
SmartVideo could be easily and simply modified to accommodate more
secure protection. Many researchers have concluded [SCHREIBER95]
that the best way to protect multimedia intellectual property is to prevent
the thief from selling or distributing the stolen good. This is accom-
plished by attaching an unremovable nametag or digital watermark to the
multimedia document. This way, when the thief attempts to illegally use,
resell, or distribute the stolen intellectual property, authorities can recog-
nize the theft and prosecute the perpetrator. One approach would be to
incorporate all of the SmartVideo data into the actual video as a water-
mark using the technique suggested by Macq and Quisquater
[MACQ95]. However, it may be simpler to calculate a hash value (the
result of the calculation from a one-way function) from the ownership
information, and encode only that hash value as a watermark within the
video. Either proposal would require no change to the actual SVML
description of the video.
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5.1.7 "Garage Cinema"
Hundreds of hours of video is broadcast toward each of us each day.
Many times that amount remains in the archives of newsgathering orga-
nizations, documentary producers, and large entertainment companies.
Currently, the only thing a person can do with that video is watch it or
ignore it. This is a waste because video is a very rich medium. However,
people do not currently have the tools to take full advantage of it.
From early in grade school, students are taught to quote others when writ-
ing critical, analytical, or research papers. Imagine, for a second, that
those same students could use the vast video resources of the world in the
same way. A student could illustrate a point not by simply quoting from
the President's inaugural address or last week's press conference by the
school board chairman, but by including the appropriate clip. Davis
[DAVIS95] calls this "Garage Cinema:" schoolchildren and every-day
people gathering and compiling bits of video from around the world into
research papers, documentaries, and home-made TV shows. It may sound
far-fetched, but it is not as far off as one might think. The necessary tools
are starting to proliferate. The first is software and hardware that allow
computer to receive, manipulate, and distribute video and multimedia
presentations. Such hardware and software is almost within the reach of
school and home computers throughout the country. The second tool is
a system which allows the world's video archives to be browsed, searched,
and quoted. SmartVideo can provide such a tool. Of course, it has to be
widely accepted, and the tools must be perfected, but that is one of the
many capabilities of SmartVideo.
5.2 Conclusions
This thesis is built around an idea. The idea is that video will become a
widely available, manipulable, useful "data-type." All else is explanation.
However, that explanation is important. In chapter 3, a language for
video self-description was specified. That chapter also gave instructions
on its use within the SmartVideo concept. Chapter 4 detailed a few basic
Directions for Future Research and Conclusions
examples of the language and the use of SmartVideo. However, the pages
of future research projects outlined above indicate that much work is left
to be done. They also show the power of the very simple idea that forms
the basis of this research as well as this thesis. This one concept, when
fully explored and widely accepted could transform video from a passive
to an active medium.
The work presented here, however, is a long way from that point. As I
began to scratch the surface of this project I quickly learned that there is
far more to do than could possibly be included in a single Masters' pro-
ject. If the work continues, however, I'm confident that it will prove very
valuable. I look forward to reaping the benefits as the next generation of
students contribute their talents toward the success of this idea.
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The Document Type Definition Specification for SVML
The SVML Document Type Definition
<!DOCTYPE svml [
<!--DTD for smartVideo Markup-->
<!ELEMENT compile - - (chunk+) +(desclenddesc)>
<!ATTLIST compile
url
crdate
moddate
title
length
author
owner
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
#REQUIRED
#IMPLIED
#IMPLIED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#IMPLIED
#IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT chunk
<!ATTLIST chunk
id
status
currchnk
chnkdesc
begin
end
length
encode
framerte
fcontan
fcrdate
fmoddate
ftitle
flength
fauthor
fowner
- - (chnkdesc) +(chunk I
ID
(current
IDREF
IDREF
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
I ancestor)
#PCDATA) >
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#IMPLIED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#IMPLIED
#IMPLIED
#IMPLIED
#IMPLIED
#IMPLIED
#IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT chnkdesc - O EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST chnkdesc
id
chnkhead
desctype
desclass
descword
descfree
ID
IDREF
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#IMPLIED
#IMPLIED
#IMPLIED
#IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT desc
<!ATTLIST desc
id
myend
status
fcontan
currchnk
begin
end
length
desctype
desclass
descword
descfree
<!ELEMENT enddesc
<!ATTLIST enddesc
id
mydesc
O EMPTY>
ID
IDREF
(part whole)
CDATA
IDREF
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
- 0 EMPTY>
ID
IDREF
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#IMPLIED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED
#IMPLIED
#IMPLIED
#IMPLIED
#IMPLIED>
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED>
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SVML Markup Example:
The Clinton and Peres Press Conference
<svml>
<compile
url
crdate
moddate
title
length
author
owner
<chunk
id
status
chnkdesc
begin
end
length
encode
framerte
fcontan
fcrdate
fmoddate
flength
fauthor
fowner
<chnkdesc
id
chnkhead
desctype
descword
descfree
<desc
id
myend
status
fcontan
currchnk
begin
end
length
="NMIS:tapel"
="04 Apr 1996"
="04 Apr 1996"
="Clinton and Peres Press Conference"
="00:21:59:18"
="Doug Schreiber"
="Networked Multimedia Information Services Project
at MIT">
=c00001
=current
=cd00001
="03:47:51:05"
="04:12:27:29"
="00:24:36:24"
="Beta SP"
="30 fps"
="NMIS:tapel"
="04 Apr 1996"
="04 Apr 1996"
="00:21:59:18"
="Doug Schreiber"
="Networked Multimedia Information Services Project
at MIT">
=cd00001
=c00001
="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
="press conference:Clinton and Peres:Israel:Tel
Aviv:14 Mar 1996"
="Clinton and Peres Press Conference, Tel Aviv,
Israel, March 14, 1996 05:55 AM EDT">
=d00001
=ed00001
=whole
="NMIS:tapel"
=c00001
="03:47:51:05"
="03:49:28:05"
="00:01:37:00"
SmartVideo
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="answer:Clinton">
...That the time was ripe for other countries in the region and around
the world to demonstrate to the nations, here most affected, especial-
ly Israel, and to the Palestinians who have rejected terror, that they
are not alone, that it's about time that other countries stood up and
said "this is wrong, we're gonna stand against it, and we're gonna
work against it." I do not interfere in the internal politics of
other nations, and I believe that, at least if the American experience
is any indication, that it would be more of a hinderance than a help.
This is a democracy. I respect the results of democracy, here and at
home. I came here because of what happened to you and because of our
relationship with you. America stands with Israel in times like this.
And because we had to act to go forward. Now, nobody, let me just say
this. Nobody can guarantee to the people of Israel, or the people of
the United States, or the people of any free, open nation in the world
absolute protection against any terrorist attack. We have been vic-
timized by terrorism. The Japanese have been victimized by terrorism,
an essentially very peaceful society. But we can do more to id enti-
fy the sources of support, to try and dry up money, to develop better
technical and other means to prevent things from happening. So, there
is no guarantee here. There are no guarantees in life, against this,
but we can do a lot better, and I've thought that the shock of the
impact here was so great, not only in Israel, but in the other areas,
it was high time we showed up and did more about it. That's why I
came.
<end desc
id =ed00001
mydesc =d00001>
<desc
id =d00004
myend =ed00004
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:49:28:05"
end ="03:51:30:19"
length ="00:02:02:14"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="qa:Clinton">
<desc
id =d00002
myend =ed00002
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:49:28:05"
end ="03:49:44:29"
length ="00:00:16:24"
SVML Markup Example: The Clinton and Peres Press Conference
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="question:reporter:Clinton">
Mr. President, the type of terror attacks that have been going on in
Israel have been going on for quite a while. Why hasn't something
like what you've announced today been done quite a while ago, and to
what degree was the delay, if you can call it that, a result of oppo-
sition from within the Israeli government?
<enddesc
id =ed00002
mydesc =d00002>
<desc
id =d00003
myend =ed00003
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:49:44:29"
end ="03:51:30:19"
length ="00:01:45:20"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="answer:Clinton">
Oh, I would say "not at all," on the latter question. I think,
frankly, uh, we all thought that the effort... First of all, we have
been making a lot of extra efforts, at least I can speak for, since
I've been President, we have constantly tried to upgrade our capacity
to deal with the problems of terrorism, and we have met with some con-
siderable amount of success, both with dealing with terrorism within
the United States, and in cooperating with our friends around the
world. Ah, but what I think has happened is... I think that the
impact of these incidents, coming so close together, and being so
clearly directed at derailing the peace process, and undermining those
who want peace, primarily in Israel, but also among the Palestinians,
and in the region, has had such a shocking impact on other Arab
nations, and others around the world, that we were able to put togeth-
er this meeting at Sharm-el-Sheik in a hurry, as a result of their
changed sense of urgency. And if you listen to those, I know it was
difficult for those of you who were there, particularly those of you
who came from the United States with little sleep, but if you listen
to those 29 separate statements yesterday, and you compare that to
anything that Arab leaders, especially, had said before, about
Israel, or about terrorism, there was a remarkable shift there. And
so, I wouldn't say that, uh.... We're just trying to do more now, and
I think we have the capacity to do more. I also think it's obvious
that we have to more to support and insist on greater effectiveness in
the Palestinian Authority. I think that's the other thing that hit
home to everyone as a result of these events.
<enddesc
id =ed00003
mydesc =d00003>
<enddesc
=ed00004
SmartVideo
mydesc
<desc
id
myend
status
fcontan
currchnk
begin
end
length
desctype
descword
Is there another
<enddesc
id
mydesc
<desc
id
myend
status
fcontan
currchnk
begin
end
length
desctype
descword
<desc
id
myend
=d00004>
=d00005
=ed00005
=whole
="NMIS:tapel"
=c00001
="03:51:30:19"
="03:51:34:11"
="00:00:03:22"
="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
="comment:Clinton">
question from an american journalist? Terry?
=ed00005
=d00005>
=d00006
=ed00006
=whole
="NMIS:tapel"
=c00001
="03:51:34:11"
="03:51:50:11"
="00:00:16:00"
="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
="question:reporter:America:Terry:Clinton">
=d00007
=ed00007
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:51:34:11"
end ="03:53:05:23"
length ="00:01:31:12"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="qa:Clinton">
Mr. President, I'd like to ask you about Congress' handling of your
anti-terrorist legislation. Yesterday, the house voted to delete a
provision to ban foreign fundraising in the United States. Do you
think this bill's on the right track?
<enddesc
id =ed00006
mydesc
<desc
id
myend
status
fcontan
currchnk
=d00006>
=d00008
=ed00008
=whole
="NMIS:tapel"
=c00001
SVML Markup Example: The Clinton and Peres Press Conference
begin ="03:51:50:15"
end ="03:51:53:11"
length ="00:00:02:26"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="interjection:Clinton">
Excuse me, they voted to delete what?
<enddesc
id =ed00008
mydesc =d00008>
Foreign fundraising in the United States. Do you think this weakens
the bill? Is it on the right track? How do you think they're han-
dling it?
<desc
id =d00009
myend =ed00009
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:52:03:08"
end ="03:53:05:23"
length ="00:01:02:15"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="answer:Clinton">
Well, of course, I think it should have been passed months ago, and I
don't know why it wasn't. We, um, we have a lot of resources to com-
bat terrorism now, we would like some more. Uh, the bill has been
transformed, and things have been added to it, that weren't necessari-
ly urgent, but, I'm very concerned that, that it's not.... that's
it's...there are...because of the hearings we had earlier in the year,
about some of the developments in the United States, I'm afraid
there's a little too much domestic political considerations maybe in
the debate on the anti-terrorism bill and not enough focus on the
global aspects of terrorism, and how we need these tools to combat
terrorists from abroad, and what terrorists from abroad might do with-
in the United States. That's the reason I put forward the legisla-
tion, and I would hope that Congress would focus on that, and keep
those two elements in mind, in moving through this bill, and passing a
good one.
<enddesc
id =ed00007
mydesc =d00007>
<enddesc
id =ed00009
mydesc =d00009>
<desc
id =d00010
myend =ed00010
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
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currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:53:06:28"
end ="03:55:29:27"
length ="00:01:22:29"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="qa:Clinton and Peres">
<desc
id =d00012
myend =ed00012
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:53:06:28"
end ="03:53:48:15"
length ="00:00:31:17"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="qa:Peres">
<desc
id =d00013
myend =ed00013
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:53:06:28"
end ="03:55:29:27"
length ="00:01:22:29"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="qa:Clinton">
<desc
id =d00011
myend =ed00011
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:53:06:28"
end ="03:53:18:15"
length ="00:00:11:17"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="question:reporter:Radio Col Yisrael:Clinton and
Peres">
I would like to ask the President and the Prime Minister about the
closure that could jeopardize the whole peace process according to the
Palestinians' claim.
<enddesc
id =ed00011
mydesc =d00011>
<desc
id
myend
status
fcontan
=d00014
=ed00014
=whole
="NMIS:tapel"
SVML Markup Example: The Clinton and Peres Press Conference
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:53:18:15"
end ="03:53:48:15"
length ="00:00:30:00"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="answer:Peres">
Well, the closure is not aimed against the Palestinians in Gaza
<desc
id =d00043
myend =ed00043
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:53:24:10"
end ="03:53:51:06"
length ="00:00:26:26"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="image:focus on Peres"
descfree ="the camera is focused squarely on Peres as he
speaks, in a talking heads pose">
or the West Bank. There are really to answer some security needs.
The minute we shall overcome it, the closure will reach its end. We
are trying very hard not to create any starvation or any suffering in
the territories. This is clearly a security measure, and nothing
else.
<enddesc
id =ed00012
mydesc =d00012>
<enddesc
id =ed00014
mydesc =d00014>
<desc
id =d00015
myend =ed00015
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:53:48:15"
end ="03:55:29:27"
length ="00:01:31:12"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="answer:Clinton">
To be fair, I mean, I think
<enddesc
id =ed00043
mydesc =d00043>
that's a legitimate concern. But that's clearly
<desc
id =d00044
myend =ed00044
status =whole
SmartVideo
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:53:54:07"
end ="03:54:30:23"
length ="00:00:36:16"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="image:focus on Clinton"
descfree ="camera is focused directly on Clinton in a Talking
Heads pose">
one of the objectives of the terrorists, and I think that's the point
we were trying to make at Sharm-el-Sheik yesterday, that the Israelis
and the people who died, their family, their friends, this country,
your attitudes, that's primarily the target of the terrorists. But
they're also trying to get to the people in the...the Palestinians who
would like to have a peaceful future. And so they know that if they
can put Israel in a position of closing the territories as a security
measure, they
<enddesc
id =ed00044
mydesc =d00044>
<desc
id
myend
status
fcontan
currchnk
begin
end
length
desctype
descword
descfree
then have a
<enddesc
id
mydesc
<desc
=d00045
=ed00045
=whole
="NMIS:tapel"
=c00001
="03:54:30:23"
="03:54:33:23"
="00:00:03:00"
="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
="image:focus on Reporter"
="camera is focused directly on the reporter, who is
holding a microphone">
chance to change the attitudes of the Palestinians.
=ed00045
=d00045>
id =d00046
myend =ed00046
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:54:33:23"
end ="03:55:05:16"
length ="00:00:31:23"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="image:focus on both Clinton and Peres"
descfree ="camera is on both Clinton and Peres, in a shot
from Stage Left">
So, it's a deliberate attempt by them, to make the Palestinians as
SVML Markup Example: The Clinton and Peres Press Conference
miserable as possible. And, in that sense the Palestinians are the
target of the terror as well. That's the point we were hammering home
yesterday in Sharm-el-Sheik, and why it's so important that Mr. Arafat
and his administration do everything possible to cooperate with us in
rooting this out so that we can keep the free flow of transportation
open, and so they can enjoy their jobs, and have access to food, and
do all the things that they need to do.
<enddesc
id =ed00046
mydesc =d00046>
Because if it becomes...look, countries are like individuals and fami-
lies. If you have to choose anything over your continued existence,
you will always choose your continued existence. Security will take
preference. So, these people are not stupid They're doing this
to provoke the reaction that they got. And we have to stand against
them together.
<enddesc
id =ed00010
mydesc =d00010>
<enddesc
id =ed00013
mydesc =d00013>
<enddesc
id =ed00015
mydesc =d00015>
<desc
id =ed00016
myend =d00016
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:55:29:27"
end ="03:55:49:13"
length ="00:00:19:16"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="question:reporter:ABC:Brit Hume:Clinton">
<desc
id =d00017
myend =ed00017
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:55:29:27"
end ="03:58:07:13"
length ="00:02:37:16"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="qa:Clinton">
Mr. President, in an editorial this morning highly critical of Mr.
Arafat, the Jerusalem Post makes the point that the bloodshed here
would be the equivalent of killing 10,000 Americans over 31 months,
and they further say that, uh, American people would not "be pacified
SmartVideo
by the mindless platitudes that went on yesterday in Egypt." Your
reaction.
<enddesc
id =d00016
mydesc =ed00016>
<desc
id =d00018
myend =ed00018
status =whole
fcontan ="NMIS:tapel"
currchnk =c00001
begin ="03:55:49:13"
end ="03:58:07:13"
length ="00:03:18:00"
desctype ="SmartVideo Test:Interview"
descword ="answer:Clinton">
Well I think that...I do believe, if you think about the American peo-
ple losing 10,000 people over 30 months or several thousand in a mat-
ter of just three weeks, and if you compound that by saying that every
American felt that that had happened within about 50 miles of where he
or she lived, that's another thing you can't overlook, is the density,
the geographical dimension of this, so that every Israeli feels that
this happened next door. That our people would be off the wall. They
would be angry. They would be furious. They would want action. They
would want what the Israeli people want. But I think if you look at
the extent to which the terrorist networks which are active in this
area
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have mobility and have ties beyond Israel proper, beyond the
Palestinian areas proper, it is not say, it is wrong to say that the
rather specific commitments we got from those countries to work
together to try to dry up their sources of support, and move as one
against them was an empty commitment. And I showed up here today to
say that we'll be the first, the United States will stand up first.
Here's our hundred million dollars. Here's what we're going to do
with it. Here's how we're going to work together. These are not
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empty commitments. It is not easy for democratic societies to defeat
organized forces of destruction. The end of the cold war means that
there will in all probability, and we hope, be less conflict among
nation-states. There will be more conflict in the future by people
who organize themselves for illegitimate means through terrorism, and
who try to access dangerous weapons, traditional, biological, and
chemical weapons, who try to use the forces of organized crime and the
money they can get from drug trafficking, to build a network of
destruction, if you will, that can cross the boundaries of nation-
states. I believe this is a problem, the Prime Minister alluded to
this earlier, this is today Israel's problem, it's a middle-eastern
problem, but it will be the principal security problem of the future,
and I think we had better get after it. And that's what we're trying
to do.
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Mr. President, Udi Segal from the IDF radio in Israel, will a defense
pact between Israel and the United States limit Israel's ability to
strike at Hizbolla in Lebanon, for example?
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Well, first of all, the decision has not been made, either in Israel
or the United States, to go beyond the agreement that we announced
today, and our clear, unambiguous, long-standing commitment to
Israel's security, to maintaining its qualitative advantage in defense
capacity. But, the discussion that we have underway about what we can
do from here on out, obviously would have to encompass every conceiv-
able contingency, and that's why I urge you not to jump ahead. We're
going to really have serious discussions about what we should do to
strengthen Israel's security, and our relationship, but let's not
undermine the impact of what we're announcing today. Which will do
just that. It's very important.
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Mr. President, Mr. Prime Minister, I have a question about Syria for
both of you. First of all, Mr. President, you have, on two occasions,
met with Presid ent Assad, you went to Damascus once, you met with
him in Geneva once, even though the State Department continues to
include Syria on the official list of countries that support terror-
ism. Syria's decision not even to send a representative to Sharm-el-
Sheik, must have been a severe blow to you personally, given your
courting,
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if you will, of President Assad over the past few years to engage in
the peace process.
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How much of a setback will that be, in terms of Israeli-Syrian negoti-
ations? And, to you Mr. Prime Minister, you mentioned that Iran was a
capital terror yesterday, but you didn't mention anything about Syria
and its absence from this conference yesterday. Can you continue
negotiations with Syria at this point after President Assad decided
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Well, eh, both to the first question, or the previous question, and
this one, let's take things seriously as they are. About the
Palestinians, I am referring to the editorial in the Jerusalem Post,
yes, we can mobilize the whole of the Palestinians against us. It is
very easy, we can take measures and steps, and return to the time of
Intifada, push back the PLO to become a terroristic organization, or
work gradually, with all the pains, from a majority of the
Palestinians who support the peace, to a complete support of peace by
the Palestinians. We shouldn't submit to minorities. Now, frankly,
about Syria and Iran. There is a similarity because there are head-
quarters of terroristic organizations in Damascus. But there is also
a difference. Syria does not call today, like Iran does, for the
destruction of Israel. Syria is negotiating with Israel to look for a
peace, which Iran refuses completely. So we didn't reach yet, the
necessary agreement, but we don't want to close all the doors, and to
be fair, I think what we have to do, is to impress the Syrians of the
need to depart from any support or shelter to terror or terrorism, but
not to kill the future. And I agree that the peacemakers do have a
much more complicated road to go. It's not black and white. It's
like climbing a mountain. It is difficult. It takes time. You don't
reach the peak in one jump. So, what is necessary to reject, we shall
reject, in clear terms. And, I think, we should clearly make it known
that we cannot support terroristic headquarters in Damascus or else-
where. But, at the same time, and at the same token, we shall contin-
ue the peace effort. Our purpose is not to submit to terror, but to
overcome it. When it is necessary by force, and otherwise by hope.
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My answer, Wolf, to your question is, I was disappointed that no
Syrian representative came, and I think it was a mistake. But I was
not surprised because if you look at the pattern of all these develop-
ments since I have been President, and indeed before, um, Presid ent
Assad tends to deal with these matters with people one-on-one, and to
have Syria steer a different course. I think it was a missed opportu-
nity for the Syrians and wish that they had been there, but I do not
believe that undermines the fundamental fact that the United States is
committed to support Israel if Israel is involved in negotiations and
is taking risks for peace, and as long as there are fruitful negotia-
tions going on, we know that there will never be a comprehensive peace
in the middle east until there is a resolution of the differences
between Israel and Syria. We also know if those differences were
resolved, the capacity of the Syrians to help to live up to any
agreement they might make, and to create a more secure region, is very
considerable. So my position is that negotiations should absolutely
continue as long as Israel is prepared to be a part of them, and we
should support that.
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Last question, please, by Mark Levy, NBC.
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With your permission, I'd like to relay to you a question I heard sev-
eral times from different people. The questions was "How can a con-
ference like yesterday's persuade a person who's got a bomb strapped
around his middle to turn it off, or take it off, or not set it off?"
I think they're asking "Do you have any short-term answers for terror-
ism? Or are your solutions only long term?"
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We have a collection of answers, not one, short-terms and long-terms.
But, you know, it's again a very simplistic way of putting a question.
For example, if we can dry out the sources of finance, to these men
that goes finally with the bomb, will it help or not? My answer is
yes. If we can stop the traffic of arms, will it help or not? It
will. Yes. I mean, people are confusing, we are fighting on three
different fronts, in order to create one system and do it systemati-
cally. One is domestically, to increase our forces, to fortify our
borders, to control the passages, and, when necessary, to put a clo-
sure. It's not instead of the conference in Sharm-el-Sheik. As a
matter of fact, what is so interesting is that in spite of the clo-
sure, and in spite of this measure, the conference in Sharm-el-Sheik
took place. So, even the Arabs understand that that were necessary
measures. Then we have demands from the Palestinian side. We don't
ask them to defend us. But we ask them, clearly, to have just one
armed authority in Gaza, to put order at home, that Gaza cannot become
a headquarter for terror and otherwise. And then, by the leadership
of the President, we are organizing, practically the whole world to
stop the traffic of arms, the supply of money, the shelter to the mur-
derers, the mobilization of the existing, eh, systems, eh, police, or
intelligence, whatever it is, to cooperate and put an end to it.
Because terror is becoming an international phenomenon. It is also,
in a way, global. So, I don't understand all this criticism. I think
people simply, the ones who criticize, didn't think about the ques-
tion.
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Well, if I might follow up. If you had to answer the question the way
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it was asked, the answer would be no, no one could do that. But no
one could have done that before this meeting and no one can do that
six months from me. I wish I had it in my power, to reach out into
the hearts of those young men, who have bought some apocalyptic ver-
sion of Islam and politics that together causes them to strap their
bodies with bombs and blow themselves to smithereens and kill innocent
children. I wish I could do that. I don't pretend to be able to do
that. But that's not the question. The question is, can we improve
the capacity of Israel and of the Palestinian Authority, to prevent
these things from occurring? The answer to that question is yes.
Second question, can we improve our capacity to break up the networks
of money and material that make these things possible? The answer to
that is yes. Can we create a risk-free world here in Israel? No.
Can we reduce the risks and do much better? Yes. That is the way we
should look at this. And that is the focus we should take. There is,
there is, there is....you know, I couldn't do that in the United
States. Are we, is it less likely that someone could do what happened
in Oklahoma City again in the United States? I think it is because of
steps we have taken. Is it absolutely certain that nothing like that
will ever happen again? No. As long as you have free societies,
where people have some ability to move, so right of privacy, some
ability to transfer funds, and some ability to get access to materials
that can be made into bombs, you cannot have a totally risk-free
world. What we are trying to do is to reduce the risks, to reduce the
likelihood of this. To prevent more of these things from happening,
to catch more of the wrongdoers. That's what we're trying to do. We
can absolutely do that, and that should be the focus.
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We'll allow one more question.
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Mr. President, David Makovsky. I'd like to ask you specifics. Two
specific questions related to yesterday's conference. You met with
all the European leaders, privately. Did you, do you feel you have
an assurance from them? They last week asked the Iranians to condemn
terrorism, they didn't get what they asked for. Do you sense from
them, they're now willing to go forward and get tougher in their rela-
tions with Iran? They haven't really followed your dual-containment
program with the Iranians. Do you see this as a turning point in
their policy towards the Iranians in your discussions with them yes-
terday? Because people are looking for very specifics. Do you sense,
second, do you sense, in your talks with the Saudis, that they are now
willing to turn off the spigot because they have allowed funds to go
to Hamas? I just would like know, I think the Israeli public would
like to know, do you have a sense of assurance on specifics, because
the principles were set out, and you said in a month there'll be this
working group, but can you just give us a sense from these European
and Gulf leaders what they are willing to do specifically. Thank you.
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Well, I would have to give you two separate answers.
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To the first question, when I announced an even stronger policy
against Iran last year, I think it's fair to say that that, uh, the
leaders....most European leaders thought I was wrong, and disagreed
with me. I believe now, they're having second thoughts, and I
received some indications, I think it's quite important that I not
speak for them, and go beyond what they're prepared to say in public,
but based on my private conversations, I did believe that there was a
change in attitude and direction in the minds of some of the European
leaders with whom I met.
With regard to Saudi Arabia, that specific question was not discussed,
nor, as you would imagine, could the, uh, Foreign Minister discuss
that on his own. We did not have a bilateral meeting yesterday. But
the thing I will say about it is that we know that the mid dle eastern
leaders, the arab state leaders are quite careful about what they say.
And a lot of times the phrases and words they use carry a lot of his-
toric, either meaning or baggage, depending on the perspective you
have about what they say, he said some things yesterday that no Saudi
leader had ever said before. So I am hopeful, but I have received no
explicit commitments because we did not have a private conversation.
On the European front, I can tell you that I had the distinct impres-
sion that our view, which I think is the view broadly held in Israel,
I know it is, is making some inroads among the Europeans. You know,
you only...how many times does it have to be demonstrated to them what
the facts are? And we are perfectly prepared to do everything we can
to demonstrate what the facts are. And obviously, we need their help,
if we're going to really keep, uh, turning up the heat on this issue.
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It is regrettable, but the Iranians are committed to supporting, these
terrorist activities, and glorifying them, totally ignoring the
progress of the last several years, totally ignoring the facts, total-
ly ignoring what is happening. Now that, that's just the fact. And
every country in the world that deals with them is going to have to
just wake up in the morning, look in the mirror, and decide whether
they're going to stay with the policy they have, or change it. And
whether the policy is based on a principle or some other basis.
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-...That the time was ripe for other countries in the region and
around the world to demonstrate to the nations, here most affected,
especially Israel, and to the Palestinians who have rejected terror,
that they are not alone, that it's about time that other countries
stood up and said "this is wrong, we're gonna stand against it, and
we're gonna work against it." I do not interfere in the internal pol-
itics of other nations, and I believe that, at least if the American
experience is any indication, that it would be more of a hinderance
than a help. This is a democracy. I respect the results of democra-
cy, here and at home. I came here because of what happened to you and
because of our relationship with you. America stands with Israel in
times like this. And because we had to act to go forward. Now,
nobody, let me just say this. Nobody can guarantee to the people of
Israel, or the people of the United States, or the people of any free,
open nation in the world absolute protection against any terrorist
attack. We have been victimized by terrorism. The Japanese have been
victimized by terrorism, an essentially very peaceful society. But we
can do more to identify the sources of support, to try and dry up
money, to develop better technical and other means to prevent things
from happening. So, there is no guarantee here. There are no guaran-
tees in life, against this, but we can do a lot better, and I've
thought that the shock of the impact here was so great, not only in
Israel, but in the other areas, it was high time we showed up and did
more about it. That's why I came.\n
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-\nMr. President, the type of terror attacks that have been going on
in Israel have been going on for quite a while. Why hasn't something
like what you've announced today been done quite a while ago, and to
what degree was the delay, if you can call it that, a result of oppo-
sition from within the Israeli government?\n
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-\nOh, I would say "not at all," on the latter question. I think,
frankly, uh, we all thought that the effort... First of all, we have
been making a lot of extra efforts, at least I can speak for, since
I've been President, we have constantly tried to upgrade our capacity
to deal with the problems of terrorism, and we have met with some con-
siderable amount of success, both with dealing with terrorism within
the United States, and in cooperating with our friends around the
world. Ah, but what I think has happened is... I think that the
impact of these incidents, coming so close together, and being so
clearly directed at derailing the peace process, and undermining those
who want peace, primarily in Israel, but also among the Palestinians,
and in the region, has had such a shocking impact on other Arab
nations, and others around the world, that we were able to put togeth-
er this meeting at Sharm-el-Sheik in a hurry, as a result of their
changed sense of urgency. And if you listen to those, I know it was
difficult for those of you who were there, particularly those of you
who came from the United States with little sleep, but if you listen
to those 29 separate statements yesterday, and you compare that to
anything that Arab leaders, especially, had said before, about Israel,
or about terrorism, there was a remarkable shift there. And so, I
wouldn't say that, uh.... We're just trying to do more now, and I
think we have the capacity to do more. I also think it's obvious that
we have to more to support and insist on greater effectiveness in the
Palestinian Authority. I think that's the other thing that hit home
to everyone as a result of these events. \n
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-\n\nIs there another question from an american journalist? Terry?\n
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-\n\nMr. President, I'd like to ask you about Congress' handling of
your anti-terrorist legislation. Yesterday, the house voted to delete
a provision to ban foreign fundraising in the United States. Do you
think this bill's on the right track?\n
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-\n\nExcuse me, they voted to delete what?\n
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weakens the bill? Is it on the right track? How do you think they're
handling it?\n\n
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-\nWell, of course, I think it should have been passed months ago, and
I don't know why it wasn't. We, um, we have a lot of resources to
combat terrorism now, we would like some more. Uh, the bill has been
transformed, and things have been added to it, that weren't necessari-
ly urgent, but, I'm very concerned that, that it's not.... that's
it's...there are...because of the hearings we had earlier in the year,
about some of the developments in the United States, I'm afraid
there's a little too much domestic political considerations maybe in
the debate on the anti-terrorism bill and not enough focus on the
global aspects of terrorism, and how we need these tools to combat
terrorists from abroad, and what terrorists from abroad might do with-
in the United States. That's the reason I put forward the legisla-
tion, and I would hope that Congress would focus on that, and keep
those two elements in mind, in moving through this bill, and passing a
good one.\n
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-\nI would like to ask the President and the Prime Minister about the
closure that could jeopardize the whole peace process according to the
Palestinians' claim. \n
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-\nWell, the closure is not aimed against the Palestinians in Gaza \n
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-\nor the West Bank. There are really to answer some security needs.
The minute we shall overcome it, the closure will reach its end. We
are trying very hard not to create any starvation or any suffering in
the territories. This is clearly a security measure, and nothing
else.\n
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-\nTo be fair, I mean, I think \n
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-\n one of the objectives of the terrorists, and I think that's the
point we were trying to make at Sharm-el-Sheik yesterday, that the
Israelis and the people who died, their family, their friends, this
country, your attitudes, that's primarily the target of the terror-
ists. But they're also trying to get to the people in the...the
Palestinians who would like to have a peaceful future. And so they
know that if they can put Israel in a position of closing the territo-
ries as a security measure, they\n
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-\n then have a chance to change the attitudes of the Palestinians.
\n
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-\nSo, it's a deliberate attempt by them, to make the Palestinians as
miserable as possible. And, in that sense the Palestinians are the
target of the terror as well. That's the point we were hammering home
yesterday in Sharm-el-Sheik, and why it's so important that Mr. Arafat
and his administration do everything possible to cooperate with us in
rooting this out so that we can keep the free flow of transportation
open, and so they can enjoy their jobs, and have access to food, and
do all the things that they need to do. \n
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families. If you have to choose anything over your continued exis-
tence, you will always choose your continued existence. Security will
take preference. So, these people are not stupid. They're doing this
to provoke the reaction that they got. And we have to stand against
them together. \n
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-\nMr. President, in an editorial this morning highly critical of Mr.
Arafat, the Jerusalem Post makes the point that the bloodshed here
would be the equivalent of killing 10,000 Americans over 31 months,
and they further say that, uh, American people would not "be pacified
by the mindless platitudes that went on yesterday in Egypt." Your
reaction.\n
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-\nWell I think that...I do believe, if you think about the American
people losing 10,000 people over 30 months or several thousand in a
matter of just three weeks, and if you compound that by saying that
every American felt that that had happened within about 50 miles of
where he or she lived, that's another thing you can't overlook, is the
density, the geographical dimension of this, so that every Israeli
feels that this happened next door. That our people would be off the
wall. They would be angry. They would be furious. They would want
action. They would want what the Israeli people want. But I think if
you look at the extent to which the terrorist networks which are
active in this area\n
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-\n have mobility and have ties beyond Israel proper, beyond the
Palestinian areas proper, it is not say, it is wrong to say that the
rather specific commitments we got from those countries to work
together to try to dry up their sources of support, and move as one
against them was an empty commitment. And I showed up here today to
120 SmartVideo
say that we'll be the first, the United States will stand up first.
Here's our hundred million dollars. Here's what we're going to do
with it. Here's how we're going to work together. These are not
empty commitments. It is not easy for democratic societies to defeat
organized forces of destruction. The end of the cold war means that
there will in all probability, and we hope, be less conflict among
nation-states. There will be more conflict in the future by people
who organize themselves for illegitimate means through terrorism, and
who try to access dangerous weapons, traditional, biological, and
chemical weapons, who try to use the forces of organized crime and the
money they can get from drug trafficking, to build a network of
destruction, if you will, that can cross the boundaries of nation-
states. I believe this is a problem, the Prime Minister alluded to
this earlier, this is today Israel's problem, it's a middle-eastern
problem, but it will be the principal security problem of the future,
and I think we had better get after it. And that's what we're trying
to do. \n
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-\nMr. President, Udi Segal from the IDF radio in Israel, will a
defense pact between Israel and the United States limit Israel's abil-
ity to strike at Hizbolla in Lebanon, for example?\n
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-\nWell, first of all, the decision has not been made, either in
Israel or the United States, to go beyond the agreement that we
announced today, and our clear, unambiguous, long-standing commitment
to Israel's security, to maintaining its qualitative advantage in
defense capacity. But, the discussion that we have underway about
what we can do from here on out, obviously would have to encompass
every conceivable contingency, and that's why I urge you not to jump
ahead. We're going to really have serious discussions about what we
should do to strengthen Israel's security, and our relationship, but
let's not undermine the impact of what we're announcing today. Which
will do just that. It's very important. \n
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-\nMr. President, Mr. Prime Minister, I have a question about Syria
for both of you. First of all, Mr. President, you have, on two occa-
sions, met with President Assad, you went to Damascus once, you met
with him in Geneva once, even though the State Department continues to
include Syria on the official list of countries that support terror-
ism. Syria's decision not even to send a representative to Sharm-el-
Sheik, must have been a severe blow to you personally, given your
courting,\n
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-\nif you will, of President Assad over the past few years to engage
in the peace process.\n
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-\nHow much of a setback will that be, in terms of Israeli-Syrian
negotiations? And, to you Mr. Prime Minister, you mentioned that Iran
was a capital terror yesterday, but you didn't mention anything about
Syria and its absence from this conference yesterday. Can you contin-
ue negotiations with Syria at this point after President Assad decided
not even to send a representative to Sharm-el-Sheik?\n
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-\nWell, eh, both to the first question, or the previous question, and
this one, let's take things seriously as they are. About the
Palestinians, I am referring to the editorial in the Jerusalem Post,
yes, we can mobilize the whole of the Palestinians against us. It is
very easy, we can take measures and steps, and return to the time of
Intifada, push back the PLO to become a terroristic organization, or
work gradually, with all the pains, from a majority of the
Palestinians who support the peace, to a complete support of peace by
the Palestinians. We shouldn't submit to minorities. Now, frankly,
about Syria and Iran. There is a similarity because there are head-
quarters of terroristic organizations in Damascus. But there is also
a difference. Syria does not call today, like Iran does, for the
destruction of Israel. Syria is negotiating with Israel to look for a
peace, which Iran refuses completely. So we didn't reach yet, the
necessary agreement, but we don't want to close all the doors, and to
be fair, I think what we have to do, is to impress the Syrians of the
need to depart from any support or shelter to terror or terrorism, but
not to kill the future. And I agree that the peacemakers do have a
much more complicated road to go. It's not black and white. It's
like climbing a mountain. It is difficult. It takes time. You don't
reach the peak in one jump. So, what is necessary to reject, we shall
reject, in clear terms. And, I think, we should clearly make it known
that we cannot support terroristic headquarters in Damascus or else-
where. But, at the same time, and at the same token, we shall contin-
ue the peace effort. Our purpose is not to submit to terror, but to
overcome it. When it is necessary by force, and otherwise by hope.\n
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-\nMy answer, Wolf, to your question is, I was disappointed that no
Syrian representative came, and I think it was a mistake. But I was
not surprised because if you look at the pattern of all these develop-
ments since I have been President, and indeed before, um, President
Assad tends to deal with these matters with people one-on-one, and to
have Syria steer a different course. I think it was a missed opportu-
nity for the Syrians and wish that they had been there, but I do not
believe that undermines the fundamental fact that the United States is
committed to support Israel if Israel is involved in negotiations and
is taking risks for peace, and as long as there are fruitful negotia-
tions going on, we know that there will never be a comprehensive peace
in the middle east until there is a resolution of the differences
between Israel and Syria. We also know if those differences were
resolved, the capacity of the Syrians to help to live up to any
agreement they might make, and to create a more secure region, is very
considerable. So my position is that negotiations should absolutely
continue as long as Israel is prepared to be a part of them, and we
should support that. \n
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-\nLast question, please, by Mark Levy, NBC.\n
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-\nWith your permission, I'd like to relay to you a question I heard
several times from different people. The questions was "How can a
conference like yesterday's persuade a person who's got a bomb
strapped around his middle to turn it off, or take it off, or not set
it off?" I think they're asking "Do you have any short-term answers
for terrorism? Or are your solutions only long term?"\n
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-\nWe have a collection of answers, not one, short-terms and long-
terms. But, you know, it's again a very simplistic way of putting a
question. For example, if we can dry out the sources of finance, to
these men that goes finally with the bomb, will it help or not? My
answer is yes. If we can stop the traffic of arms, will it help or
not? It will. Yes. I mean, people are confusing, we are fighting on
three different fronts, in order to create one system and do it sys-
tematically. One is domestically, to increase our forces, to fortify
our borders, to control the passages, and, when necessary, to put a
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closure. It's not instead of the conference in Sharm-el-Sheik. As a
matter of fact, what is so interesting is that in spite of the clo-
sure, and in spite of this measure, the conference in Sharm-el-Sheik
took place. So, even the Arabs understand that that were necessary
measures. Then we have demands from the Palestinian side. We don't
ask them to defend us. But we ask them, clearly, to have just one
armed authority in Gaza, to put order at home, that Gaza cannot become
a headquarter for terror and otherwise. And then, by the leadership
of the President, we are organizing, practically the whole world to
stop the traffic of arms, the supply of money, the shelter to the mur-
derers, the mobilization of the existing, eh, systems, eh, police, or
intelligence, whatever it is, to cooperate and put an end to it.
Because terror is becoming an international phenomenon. It is also,
in a way, global. So, I don't understand all this criticism. I think
people simply, the ones who criticize, didn't think about the ques-
tion.\n
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-\nWell, if I might follow up. If you had to answer the question the
way it was asked, the answer would be no, no one could do that. But
no one could have done that before this meeting and no one can do that
six months from me. I wish I had it in my power, to reach out into
the hearts of those young men, who have bought some apocalyptic ver-
sion of Islam and politics that together causes them to strap their
bodies with bombs and blow themselves to smithereens and kill innocent
children. I wish I could do that. I don't pretend to be able to do
that. But that's not the question. The question is, can we improve
the capacity of Israel and of the Palestinian Authority, to prevent
these things from occurring? The answer to that question is yes.
Second question, can we improve our capacity to break up the networks
of money and material that make these things possible? The answer to
that is yes. Can we create a risk-free world here in Israel? No.
Can we reduce the risks and do much better? Yes. That is the way we
should look at this. And that is the focus we should take. There is,
there is, there is....you know, I couldn't do that in the United
States. Are we, is it less likely that someone could do what happened
in Oklahoma City again in the United States? I think it is because of
steps we have taken. Is it absolutely certain that nothing like that
will ever happen again? No. As long as you have free societies,
where people have some ability to move, so right of privacy, some
ability to transfer funds, and some ability to get access to materials
that can be made into bombs, you cannot have a totally risk-free
world. What we are trying to do is to reduce the risks, to reduce the
likelihood of this. To prevent more of these things from happening,
to catch more of the wrongdoers. That's what we're trying to do. We
can absolutely do that, and that should be the focus.\n
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-\nWe'll allow one more question.\n
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-\nMr. President, David Makovsky. I'd like to ask you specifics. Two
specific questions related to yesterday's conference. You met with
all the European leaders, privately. Did you, do you feel you have an
assurance from them? They last week asked the Iranians to condemn
terrorism, they didn't get what they asked for. Do you sense from
them, they're now willing to go forward and get tougher in their rela-
tions with Iran? They haven't really followed your dual-containment
program with the Iranians. Do you see this as a turning point in
their policy towards the Iranians in your discussions with them yes-
terday? Because people are looking for very specifics. Do you sense,
second, do you sense, in your talks with the Saudis, that they are now
willing to turn off the spigot because they have allowed funds to go
to Hamas? I just would like know, I think the Israeli public would
like to know, do you have a sense of assurance on specifics, because
the principles were set out, and you said in a month there'll be this
working group, but can you just give us a sense from these European
and Gulf leaders what they are willing to do specifically. Thank
you.\n
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-\nWell, I would have to give you two separate answers.\n
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-\nTo the first question, when I announced an even stronger policy
against Iran last year, I think it's fair to say that that, uh, the
leaders....most European leaders thought I was wrong, and disagreed
with me. I believe now, they're having second thoughts, and I
received some indications, I think it's quite important that I not
speak for them, and go beyond what they're prepared to say in public,
but based on my private conversations, I did believe that there was a
change in attitude and direction in the minds of some of the European
leaders with whom I met. \n\nWith regard to Saudi Arabia, that spe-
cific question was not discussed, nor, as you would imagine, could
the, uh, Foreign Minister discuss that on his own. We did not have a
bilateral meeting yesterday. But the thing I will say about it is
that we know that the middle eastern leaders, the arab state leaders
are quite careful about what they say. And a lot of times the phrases
and words they use carry a lot of historic, either meaning or baggage,
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depending on the perspective you have about what they say, he said
some things yesterday that no Saudi leader had ever said before. So I
am hopeful, but I have received no explicit commitments because we did
not have a private conversation.\n\nOn the European front, I can tell
you that I had the distinct impression that our view, which I think is
the view broadly held in Israel, I know it is, is making some inroads
among the Europeans. You know, you only...how many times does it have
to be demonstrated to them what the facts are? And we are perfectly
prepared to do everything we can to demonstrate what the facts are.
And obviously, we need their help, if we're going to really keep, uh,
turning up the heat on this issue. It is regrettable, but the
Iranians are committed to supporting, these terrorist activities, and
glorifying them, totally ignoring the progress of the last several
years, totally ignoring the facts, totally ignoring what is happening.
Now that, that's just the fact. And every country in the world that
deals with them is going to have to just wake up in the morning, look
in the mirror, and decide whether they're going to stay with the poli-
cy they have, or change it. And whether the policy is based on a
principle or some other basis.\n
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-\nThank you Mr. President.\nTodah Prime Minister.\n
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-\nThank you.\n
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-\nThank you\n
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-\nThank you.\n
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